3544
Burma, Pyu Coinage, Srikshetra, Period of the Funan
monarchy, (A.D. 190-550), silver unit, (9.23gm), obv. sun
with six rays above and six below, dots between, rev. temple
depicted in formal manner, symbols above and at left and
right, (cf.M.2567-2572). Bright, very fine and rare.
$130
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3545
Burma, Mon Kingdom, Nakhon Pathom, 6th century A.D.,
'deer/temple' coinage, lead unit, obv. deer seated facing
left, rev. temple design, swastika at left, (cf.Mitchiner 617).
Almost very fine.
$50

3537
Annam, an accumulation of issues with duplication from the
19th century. Fair - very good and mostly with encrustation.
(approx 115)
$80

3546
Burma, Mon Kingdom of Dvaravati, 8th-9th century A.D.,
silver fraction of one ratti denomination, (0.29gm), obv.
sankh shell, engraved in schematic form, three crescents
below, rev. bracteate with incuse of obv. design, (cf.M.663665). Very fine and rare.
$50

3538
Austria, two schilling, 1928-1937, commemorative issues
(KM.2843, 2844, 2845, 2847, 2848, 2849, 2852, 2855,
2858, 2859). Very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$120
3539
Austria, silver commemoratives, two schilling, 1928, 1929,
1930, 1931, 1932 (two types), 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937,
twenty five schilling, 1956 (KM.2843, 2844, 2845, 2847,
2848, 2849, 2852, 2855, 2858, 2859, 2881). Very fine extremely fine. (11)
$100
3540
Belgian Congo (Congo Free State), copper one, two, five
and ten centimes 1887, except the two centimes is 1888,
(KM.1-4); Belgium, twenty francs, 1932 (KM.101.2). First
four nearly uncirculated with nearly full mint bloom, last
coin very fine. (5)
$140
3541
Belize, proof sets in sterling silver, 1978, 1979. In original
packets of issue. FDC. (2)
$200

part

3547*
Burma, standard weights of the Burmese kings, Beast series,
opium weights, period D issued 19th century, weights of 240,
225, 130, 125, 63.6, 48.7, 31.41, 30.67, 14.16 and 14.13
grams, square bases for larger pieces and hexagonal bases
for smaller pieces, heights 23-65mm, corresponding to one to
fifteen kyats, (Robinson and Shaw, The Coins and Banknotes
of Burma, Chapter 5, cf.pp.31-4 [figure 12], Gear [Pl.19 and
53], cf.M.2829). Very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$400
Ex Colin E. Pitchfork Collection.
part

3542*
Bolivia, Charles IV, eight reales, 1808PJ, Potosi mint
(KM.73); Peru, Ferdinand VII, 1815JP, Lima mint,
(KM.117.1) (illustrated). First coin very good, second coin
nearly extremely fine. (2)
$200

3548
Canada, and Newfoundland, one cent - fifty cents, 18701944, noted Canada, five cents, 1870 (GVF) (KM.2) and
Newfoundland, fifty cents, 1882, 1899 (KM.6), as well as
other silver issues. Very good - nearly uncirculated. (42)
$120

3543
British North Borneo, various issues, twenty five cents,
1929H, one cent 1904H, two and a half cents 1903H,
1920H, five cents 1903H, 1927H, (KM.3-6). Fine - nearly
extremely fine. (6)
$90

3549
Canada, silver dollars, 1935, 1939, 1949, 1950, 1953, 1956,
1958, 1964 (KM.30, 38, 47, 46, 54 [2], 55, 58). Very fine
- uncirculated. (8)
$120
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.
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3550
Canada, Montreal Olympics Series IV, mint silver five
dollars (2) and ten dollars (2), set of four 1976 (KM.OCP6),
4.3 ounces of fine silver. In case of issue with certificate,
uncirculated.
$130

3557
China, The Wu Zhu coins, round one cash with square hole,
(from A.D. 25 - 6th century), various varieties, (cf.Hartill
10.3, 10.13, 10.25, cf.Sch.179, 227, 253). Most with some
green oxidation or corrosion, otherwise fair - fine. (100)
$100
3558
China, Northern Dynasty, Northern Qi, 'Chang Ping Wu
Zhu', (The constant and regular Wu Zhu), round one cash
with square hole, (A.D. 550-577), some varieties noted,
(Hartill 13.27, Sch.242). Fine - very fine, scarce. (10)
$100

3551*
Ceylon, under Dutch rule, silvered cast copy of an
unpublished two stivers of Colombo Mint 1783, C for
Colombo over VOC, (9.49gm) (cf.KM.29 [in copper Jaffa],
cf.M.2198 [in copper style as or Jaffa]). Very fine, rare.
$100

3559
China, The Tang Dynasty, Kingdom of Wu, round ten
cash with square hole, (A.D. 618-907), Emperor Su Zong
(756-762), 'Qian Yuan zhong boa' four characters around,
diameter 30 mm, value ten, rev. plain, (Hartill 14.105,
Sch.355, cf,TFP 699) (3); similar Emperor Kai Yuans, round
lead cash with square hole, (A.D.845-846), 'Kai Yuan tong
boa' diameter 28mm, (cf.Hartill 14.50, cf.Sch.366, cf,TFP
709) (6). Fine - extremely fine. (9)
$80

3552
Ceylon, the issues in silver and bronze from 1870 inscribed,
Ceylon or Sri Lanka, various different dates silver 50 cents
(2), silver 25 cents (23), silver 10 cents (13), minors in copper
or base metal alloy (41), modern issues of Sri Lanka (12)
including silver 5 rupees 1957 (3), coffee tokens (4); together
with approx 70 minor Sri Lanka coins of modern type issued
in the last 20 years. Fine - uncirculated. (178)
$200

3560
China, The Tang Dynasty, Kingdom of Wu, round cash
with square hole, (A.D. 618-907), mostly of the middle and
late type c.718-907, (Hartill 14.1-14.6 etc., cf.Sch. 312 ff.,
cf,TFP 312). Many with some green oxidation, fair - good
fine. (500)
$300

3553
China, Western Han Dynasty, 'Pan Liang', round cash with
square hole, (c206 B.C. - A.D. 25), character each side on
obverse, diameter 30mms, (13), (cf.Hartill 7.7, Sch.79-82,
TFP 385); smaller 22-24mms, (20), (Hartill 7.17ff, Sch.9295, TFP 422); Hsin Dynasty, Wang Mang Interregnum,
(A.D. 7-23), diameter 26-28mm four characters around,
issued A.D. 7-14, obv. 'Da Quan Wu Shi' (large coin fifty), as
minor varieties (10), (Hartill 9.1-9.4, Sch.120, 125-6, 130-2,
TFP 446-7); round one cash with square hole, (A.D. 7-23),
'Huo Quan' issued from 14 A.D., some varieties noted, (16)
(Hartill 9.32ff, Sch.149ff). Most with heavy dirt encrustation
and corrosion, poor - very good. (59)
$80

3561
China, The Tang Dynasty, Kingdom of Wu, round cash with
square hole, (A.D. 618-907), mostly of the middle and late
type c.718-907, (Hartill 14.3, 14.6 etc., cf.Sch. 312 ff., cf,TFP
312); the lot are mostly from the Northern Sung Dynasty,
round one cash with square hole, (A.D. 960-1127), but
others to the Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1912), also noted a few
multiple cash pieces and a few earlier of the Wu Zhu coins.
Many with some green oxidation, fair - good fine. (595)
$300

3554
China, Wang Mang Dynasty, round one cash with square
hole, (A.D. 7-23), Huo Quan, some varieties noted, (Hartill
9.32ff, Sch.149ff) (38); Bu Quan type (Hartill 9.70ff,
Sch.176-7) (5). Some with oxidation, otherwise fair - good
fine. (43)
$100

3562
China, The Northern Sung Dynasty, round two cash with
square hole, (A.D. 960-1127), Zhe Zong (1086-1100), 'Yuan
Fu tong bao' in running script, (Hartill 16.349, Sch.605, TFP
1009) (6); similar in Seal script (Hartill 16.335, Sch.604,
TFP 1010) (6). Most with some green oxidation, otherwise
fine - good fine. (12)
$80

3555
China, The Wu Zhu coins, round one cash with square hole,
(from A.D. 25 - 6th century), various varieties, (cf.Hartill
10.3, 10.13, 10.25, cf.Sch.179, 227, 253). Most with some
green oxidation, otherwise fair - fine. (100)
$150

3563
China, Northern Sung Dynasty, Emperor Hui Zong (11011125), large ten cash coins, 'Chong Ning tong bao' type, in
slender gold script issued 1102-1106, (10), (Hartill 16.399401, Sch.621); 'Zheng He tong bao' iron two cash, issued
1111-1117, (8), (Hartill 16.438, Sch.643, TFP 1089); others
one cash coins, 'Da Guan tong bao' issued 1107-1110), (12),
(Hartill 16.418, Sch.629, TFP 1055). Some green patination,
fair - good fine. (30)
$80

3556
China, The Wu Zhu coins, round one cash with square hole,
(from A.D. 25 - 6th century), various varieties, (cf.Hartill
10.3, 10.13, 10.25, cf.Sch.179, 227, 253). Most with some
green oxidation or corrosion, otherwise fair - fine. (100)
$100
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3564
China, Northern Sung Dynasty, Emperor Hui Zong (11011125), large ten cash coins, Chong Ning tong bao type,
in slender gold script (10), (Hartill 16.399-401, Sch.621);
similar in Li script Chong Ning zhong bao (10), both types
issued 1102-1106, (Hartill 16.409, Sch.622). Some green
patination, fine - good fine. (20)
$100

3570
China, collection of Empire and provincial coinage, and
also Taiwan, c1850-1950, many silver issues. Very good
- uncirculated. (115)
$500
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3565
China, Northern Sung Dynasty, Emperor Hui Zong (11011125), large ten cash coins, 'Chong Ning zhong bao' type, in
Li script issued 1102-1106, (16), (Hartill 16.407, Sch.622);
other Northern Sung Dynasty mostly two cash, various issues
and rulers, (approx 145). Many with green patination, fair
- fine. (approx 160)
$100

3571
China, silver coins, five cents - fifty cents, all different,
Empire and Republic (4) and provinces, Fujian (7), Hubei
(3), Kiangnan (5), Kirin (3), Guangdong (13), Manchuria
(1), and Sinkiang, five miscals, Tibet, rupee, 1903-5, tangka,
1912-23, Yunnan, fifty cents, 1919. All in 2x2 holders,
identified and with catalogue reference numbers, a few very
good but mostly fine - extremely fine. (40)
$300

3566
China, a collection of selected round cash issues from the
Western Han Dynasty, Wang Mang, Wu Zhu, Tang, Shu
Dynasty, Southern Tang, Northern Sung and Ming Rebels,
noted also one coin from Annam and an Ant nose piece. All
housed in a Numis album, together with a loose sheet of
24 different Northern Sung coins, generally fine - very fine,
several scarce. (84)
$200

3572
China, copper coins, all different, Empire, one cash - twenty
cash (14) and provinces, Chekiang (4), Chihli (2), Fujian (4),
Hunan (4), Hubei (9), Kiangnan (7), Guangxi (1), Kiangsu
(5), Guangdong (3), Shantung (1) and Szechuan (1). All in
2x2 holders identified and with catalogue reference numbers,
a few very good but mostly fine - good very fine. (55)
$150

3567
China, cash coins, all different, years 550-1086 (20), 10861435 (20), 1522-1661 (20), 1644-1908 (20). All in 2x2
holders, identified and with Scjoth numbers, overall very
good - very fine. (80)
$250

3573*
China, Chihli Province, under Empire, silver dollar, Pei Yang
type, year 34 (1908) short tail, small cloud (KM.Y.73.2).
Cleaned, extremely fine.
$700
Slabbed by NGC as AU Harshly Cleaned.

3568*
China, Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped
sycee ingot, similar to type Shandong Province pure silver
ingot, twelve taels or twelve ounce type (435gm) with three
blocks of Chinese characters as stamps (cf.Cribb 152 [Pl.36]
for similar size and type). Very fine and rare.
$350
3569
China, Post Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), base metal
boat shaped sycee presentation ingot, with raised central
portion, and reverse text, weight 80.6 grams, similar to
type 'Wei Yuanbao', imitation ingot, (cf.Cribb p.159, Pl.45,
XXXIILE.371); Indonesia, iron ball money, 16th-18th
century, all with etched Arabic script, very large diameter
34mm, weight 155gm, (uncertain status, but believed to be
used in Borneo) (cf.M.3986-3998). Very fine. (2)
$100

3574*
China, Chihli Province, under Empire, silver dollar, Pei Yang
type, year 34 (1908) long tail, cloud connected (KM.Y.73.2).
Cleaned, very fine.
$700
Slabbed by NGC as Genuine Not Gradeable.
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3579*
China, Szechuan Province, silver dollar, undated (1901-08)
(KM.Y.238). Cleaned, nearly very fine.
$600

3575*
China, Hupeh Province, silver tael (1904) Kuang-hsu (KM.
Y.128.1). Nearly extremely fine.
$1,500

3580*
China, Szechuan Province, silver dollar, undated (1901-8)
(KM.Y.238). Good very fine.
$400

3576*
China, Hu-Peh Province, silver dollar, undated (1909-11)
(KM.Y.131). Nearly very fine.
$600
3577
China, Kwangtung Province, silver twenty cents, undated
(1890-1908) (KM.Y.201); People's Republic, yuan, 1990 XI
Asian Games (KM.264); a variety of cash coins and amulets
(29); also, Japan, five hundred yen, Yr 9 (1997) Nagano
Winter Olympics (KM.Y.114). Poor - uncirculated. (32)
$50

3581*
China, Yunnan Province, silver four and a half stamped
remittance ingot as a 4.5 taels sycee ingot or saddle pack
(pack saddle) with five blocks of stamps, c1910 (155gm),
(cf.Cribb 751ff, cf.M.4057-4085); Vietnam, Annam, Gia
Long, (1802-1820), silver bullion bar coinage, five tien,
(38.0gm), (KM.178, Schroeder 122A, M.4534-5). First with
double struck on arms of sycee ingot, second cleaned, both
very fine. (2)
$500

3578*
China, Sinkiang Republic, silver sar (tael), not dated, but year
6 (1917) (KM.Y.45). Tone patches, nearly very fine.
$800
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3582*
China, Republic, Yuan Shih-kai, memento silver dollar, 1927
(KM.Y.318a.2). Uncirculated.
$350

3586*
China, Republic, President Tsao Kun, silver dollar, undated
(1923) (KM.Y.678). Nearly extremely fine.
$500
3587
China, provincial coins, Honan, fifty cash, undated (1920) (2,
both different), undated (1921), one hundred cash, undated
(1928), two hundred cash, undated (1928) (KM.Y.394.1,
394b, 394a, 395, 396); Sinkiang, one dollar, 1949 (KM.
Y.46.2); Szechuan, fifty cash, 1912 (2, both different), one
dollar, 1912 (KM.449a, 449.1, 456); Yunnan, fifty cents,
undated (1911-15) (KM.257.1); China, Empire, one dollar,
Yr 3 (1911) (KM.Y.31). Fine - extremely fine. (11)
$180
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3583*
China, Republic, Yuan Shih-Kai, silver dollar, Yr 3 (1914)
mintmark 'O' (KM.Y.329.4). Extremely fine and rare.
$1,500

3588
China, mostly copper coins, all different, Republic (13)
and provinces, Honan (5), Hunan (4), Kansu (1), Kiangsi
(1), Guangdong (2), Manchuria (1), Shansi (3), Shensi (5),
Sinkiang (6), Szechuan (4); and also Tibet (1). All in 2x2
holders, identified and with catalogue reference numbers, a
few with verdigris but overall fine - good very fine. (46)
$130

Slabbed by PCGS as Genuine.

3589
Cuba, silver five pesos, 1981 (2, Emerald Hummingbird and
Giant Garfish) (KM.75, 84). Uncirculated. (2)
$50
3590
Falkland Islands, proof silver twenty five pounds, 1986
Wedding of Prince Andrew and Sarah Ferguson (KM.23),
4.46 ounces of fine silver. In case of issue with certificate, a
few contact marks, otherwise FDC.
$150

3584*
China, Republic, Yuan Shih-Kai, silver dollar, undated
(1916) Inauguration (KM.Y.332). Some mint bloom, nearly
extremely fine.
$800

3591
Fiji, Edward VIII, penny, 1936 (KM.8) (2); George VI,
halfpenny, 1942S, penny, 1942S (KM.14a, 7a); Elizabeth II,
halfpennies, 1954 (39) (KM.20). One 1936 and 1942S penny
with a few spots, otherwise uncirculated. (43)
$50
3592
Fiji, George V - Elizabeth II, halfpenny - florin, 1934-1968,
missing 1943S penny. In Dansco press-in album, fine extremely fine. (88)
$120
3593
Finland and Russia, a small group including Russia, ten
kopeck 1831 (nF), two kopecks 1898 (nEF), Finland, fifty
pennia 1890, twenty five pennia 1917, one penni 198, 1913.
Several with mint bloom, nearly fine - uncirculated. (6)
$80

3585*
China, Republic, silver dollar (1921) President Hsu ShihChang (KM.6776a) pavillion without rosette or legend at
bottom. Gold and grey toned subdued mint bloom, extremely
fine.
$1,000
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3598
Germany, Empire, half mark (25, 1905-1918) (KM.17);
one mark, 1874A, 1913J (VF) (KM.7, 14); five reichsmark,
1935A (KM.83); Federal Republic, five mark, 1951D, F
(KM.112.1), over three ounces of fine silver. Mostly fine
- nearly uncirculated. (30)
$100

3594
France, one fifth ecu, 1773A; First Republic, half franc,
1810A; Second Kingdom, half franc, 1828A, 1828W (5);
Second Empire, one centime, 1862A (mint red Unc); modern
Republic, fifty centimes, 1895A, ten francs, 1930 (KM.533.1,
691.1, 723.1, 723.13 [5], 795.1, 834.1, 878); Manneron
Brothers, bronze trade token of five sols, 1792. The last good,
the Second Kingdom coins have been gilt washed, otherwise
fine - very fine. (12)
$120
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3595
France, specimen set, 1965 (KM.SS2); proof fine silver one
and a half euros, 2005 60 Years of Freedom (Euro-star
series). Both in cases of issue, the second plastic case broken
on edge, FDC. (2)
$100

3599*
Germany, Federal Republic, one mark, 1960F (KM.110).
Uncirculated and scarce thus.
$150
3600
Germany, ten mark, 1972 D, F, G (KM.130), F, G (KM.131),
G, J (KM.132), D, F (KM.133), G (KM.134.1), D, F
(KM.135). Extremely fine. (12)
$110
3601
Gibraltar, quart, 1802, two quarts, 1802, two quartos, 1810
(KM.Tn1, 2.2, 4.1). Fine - good very fine. (3)
$70
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3596*
Germany, Saxony, Johan Georg IV, klippe silver thaler, 1693
(KM.642; Dav.7469). Good very fine.
$500

part

3602*
Great Britain, silver trade dollars, 1900 and 1930 [illustrated]
(KM.T5). Very fine; uncirculated. (2)
$400

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3597*
Germany, Wurttemburg, Karl I, silver plated two thaler,
1871, Ulm Cathedral (KM.618). Some oxidation, otherwise
extremely fine.
$250

3603*
Greece, Othon, silver five drachmai, 1833A (KM.20). Grey
tone, good very fine and rare.
$700
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3612
Indonesia, Bangka, Pangkal Pinang, tin jokoh, (18th
century A.D.), characters around, round hole in centre, (cf.
Mitchiner 3124). Slightly bent flan, otherwise nearly very
fine and rare.
$80
3613
Indonesia, Bangka, Pangkal Pinang, tin jokoh, (18th century
A.D.), flower and insect marks around, (cf. Mitchiner 3124).
Almost very fine and rare.
$80
3614
Indonesia, Bangka, Pangkal Pinang, tin jokoh, (18th century
A.D.), countermark 'N' in field, (cf. Mitchiner 3124). Slightly
bent, otherwise nearly very fine.
$80

3604*
Hong Kong, Queen Victoria, silver half dollar, 1867 (KM.9).
Evidence of die clashing on the obverse at ribbon tie, good
very fine and rare.
$2,000
3605
Hong Kong, Elizabeth II, five cents, 1964H (KM.29.1).
Toned, very fine and scarce.
$100
3606
Hungary, silver denars, of Maria (1385-1395), obv. crown
rev. double cross, another obv. double cross, rev.crown/M,
(Huszar 566, 569); Matthias I Corvinus (1458-1490), mm
K-A obv. arms, rev. Madonna, (Huszar 718), another similar
mm K-double cross, (Huszar 719); Ludwig II (1516-1526),
1521 mm A-A, 1522 mm L-B, different varieties obv. shield,
rev. Madonna (Huszar 841, 846). Fine - very fine. (6)
$100
3607
Indonesia, Bangka, Pangkal Pinang, tin jokoh, (dated 1120
= 1748 A.D.), 'Kongsi Lan Ping' around, countermark 'N'
in field, (cf. Mitchiner 3124). Very fine and rare.
$250

3615*
Indo-Portuguese, Malacca, King Dom Sebastiao (15571578), tin dinheiro specimen uncut flan, (7.25 grams),
55mm, obv. crowned arms of Portugal within circle, rev.
crude representation of a sailing ship, (SS S.19, Vaz Se.22,
Gomes 23.02). Very fine and extremely rare as an uncut flan,
apparently unique.
$2,500

With collector's ticket.

3608
Indonesia, Bangka Island, 18th century, tin jokoh, dated
1777 A.D., obv. characters 'gong si', rev. Kanpani VOC
sanat 1191AH = 1777 A.D., (cf.Mitchiner 3130). Very fine
and rare.
$450
The tin mines on Bangka Island, situated off the south-east coast of Sumatra,
were exploited from about 1710, largely by the Chinese.

3609
Indonesia, Bangka, Pangkal Pinang, tin jokoh, (18th century
A.D.), legend around, symmetrical pattern around round
hole in centre, (cf. Mitchiner 3124). Almost very fine and
rare.
$80

3616*
Italy, The House of Savoy and the Kingdom of Italy,
Emanuele Philiberto, Duke of Savoy, (1538-1580), silver
blanco or four soldi, 1576, Torino Mint, obv. arms of
Savoy around EM FILIB D G DVX SABAVDIE P PED, FE
RT across, rev. cross, around IN TE DOMINE CONFIDO
1576 T, (Simonetti 45/27, CNI 278-282). Good very fine
and very scarce.
$250

3610
Indonesia, Bangka, Pangkal Pinang, tin jokoh, (18th century
A.D.), legend around, countermark character in outer field,
(cf. Mitchiner 3124). Slightly bent flan, otherwise nearly
very fine and rare.
$80

When Emanuele Philiberto succeeded his father Carlo III in 1553 he was
essentially a duke without a duchy. A series of wars involving French,
Spanish and Swiss forces had devastated Savoy, and by 1536 Francis I had
brought the duchy under complete French rule. Emanuele in exile served the
King of Spain, as governor-general of the Lowlands, and in 1557 delivered
a devastating defeat to the French at St. Quentin. As part of subsequent
negotiations the Duke was confirmed as the independent ruler of Savoy,
assuming full control of his duchy in 1559. Emmanuel Philibert made Turin
his capital, thus shifting the centre of his duchy from France to Italy, and
Savoy's growing influence in Italian affairs led to the establishment of the
House of Savoy as the royal Italian house in 1861.

3611
Indonesia, Bangka, Pangkal Pinang, tin jokoh, (18th century
A.D.), 'Ma Nao Kongsi' around, (cf. Mitchiner 3124).
Dented flan, almost very fine and rare.
$80
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3621
Japan, copper bar (saodo), (18th century), minted in Osaka
and delivered to the VOC in Nagasaki, length 235mm, (205
grams); Netherlands East Indies, Java, copper stiver, 1796
(KM.180), copper bonk; another of 1797, (KM.180); Java,
copper 2 stivers, 1796 (KM.181), copper bonk; another
of 1797 (KM.181). Very fine - good very fine and scarce,
cased. (4)
$1,250

3617*
Italy, Naples, issue of Charles II of Anjou (1285-1309), silver
saluto d'argento, obv. shield of Charles, around KAROL SCD
DEI IERL SICIL REX, rev. the Annunciation, legend around,
(Biaggi 1629). Toned, very fine and scarce.
$200

The copper bars were used to strike the copper bonk currency in Batavia
in 1796 and 1797.

3622
Japan, Mejii era, silver twenty sen Year 4, 1871 (KM.Y.3);
copper one hundred mon (2); China silver twenty cents,
Manchurian Provinces and Kwang-Tung; multiple cash Wen
Zong, ten cash Jiangsu (Hartill 22.901), fifty cash (Hartill
22.705) (damaged); others (5) including horse charm, and a
Siam gambling token. Very good - good very fine. (14)
$120

Ex CNG Quarryville PA, USA with their ticket.

3618*
Italy, Kingdom of Sicily, Henry VI alone (1194-1197), billon
(25% silver) dirham fraction or quarter tercenarius, Palerno
Mint issued December 1194-1195, obv. Arabic legend in
Nashki script, (Caesar Augustus), rev. in three lines, Z/
REX/SICIL, (MEC 477-478, Spahr 2 [RR], Biaggi 1780).
Very fine and rare.
$120

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3623
Japan, Mutsuhito (Meiji), silver ten sen, 1894, 1897 (KM.
Y.23). Good very fine - extremely fine. (2)
$80
3624
Japan, Meiji era, silver one yen, year 27 (1894), year 37
(1904), (KM.Y.A25.3). Extremely fine. (2)
$200
3625
Keeling Cocos Islands, proof set of two coins, 1977 (Bruce
X.PS1). In case of issue with certificate, toned FDC.
$150
3626
Keeling Cocos Islands, mint set of seven coins, 1977 (Bruce
X.MS1). In packet of issue, uncirculated.
$180
3627
Keeling Cocos Islands, mint set of seven coins, 1977 (Bruce
X.MS1). In packet of issue, uncirculated.
$180

3619*
Italy, Venice, Aloysius Mocenigo, silver scudo (140 solidi)
MAT (1771-2) (KM.C57). Beautifully toned, good extremely
fine and rare in this condition.
$500

3628
Low Countries, Flanders, Louis de Male, (1346-1384), silver
double gros, (3.74 and 3.72 grams), obv. + LVDOVICVS
DEI GRA COMES F DNS FLANDRIE, helmeted lion seated
left, rev. cross in centre, +BENEDICTVS QVI VENIT IN
NOMINE DOMINI/MONETA DE FLANDRI around.
(v.Gail 218, B. 2232, Den Duyts 174), (2); silver gros, (1.85
grams), obv and rev as previous pieces. Toned with some
encrustation, one broken and repaired, good/fine - nearly
very fine. (3)
$100

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3620
Italy and Papal States, noted ten lire 1928 (gVF), five lire
1927 (nEF), two lire 1911 (vommem) (nVF) (KM.52)
(scarce), one lira 1887 (nEF), a group of AE with mint bloom
five centesimi 1867N, two centesimi 1917 (2), one centesimi
1861M, 1904R, 1915, 1917, Papal States, silver ten baiocchi
1853R (nEF) and others. Very fine - uncirculated. (14)
$200

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.
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3632
Mexico, Philip IV, (1621-1665), cob silver eight reales,
assayer P (issued 1634-1661), (26.08gm) and four reales off
flan for date and assayer (13.47gm). Fine. (2)
$130

3629*
Low Countries, Netherlands, County of Horn, Philippe de
Montmorency (1524-beheaded Brussels 5 June 1568) silver
daalder (27.55 grams), St. Martin on horseback left beggar
beneath; reverse arms of Montmorency and H, golden fleece
surrounds former. Small flan split, fine and rare.
$500
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3633*
Mexico, Charles III, silver pillar dollar or eight reales,
1771FM Mexico City Mint (KM.105). Attractively toned,
free of faults, nearly extremely fine.
$400

Philip de Montmorency, Count of Horn incured the wrath of Philip II of
Spain by his continual resistance to Spanish rule in the Netherlands and use
of the Inquisistion. He was tried, condemned as a traitor and beheaded in
1568 with the Count of Egmont in front of the Town Hall in Brussels.

3634
Mexico, Empire of Maximilian, silver fifty centavos 1866,
Mexico City Mint, (KM.387); Republic of Mexico, silver
peso, 1910 (KM.453). Nearly very fine; good very fine. (2)
$100

3630*
Malaysia, proof cupro-nickel five ringgit, 1971, Tunku
Abdul Rahman, Prime Minister commemorative (KM.10).
FDC and rare.
$600
Slabbed by PCGS as PR67DCAM.

3635*
Nepal, piedfort proof silver one hundred rupees (1981) (KM.
P1). FDC and rare, only 88 struck.
$600

3631*
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-1665), cob four reales, date off
flan, but issued 1610-1614, Mexico City Mint, assayer F,
(12.29gm), (KM.37.2); Spain, Philip IV (1621-1665), cob
two reales, clearly dated 1624, uncertain mint, assayer -,
(6.76gm). Fine, weak in places, both rare. (2)
$250

3636*
Netherlands, West Friesland, silver rijksdaalder, 1621
(KM15.1). Nearly very fine.
$150

Probably from finds in Ceylon.
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3642
Netherlands, Wilhelmina I, silver two and half gulden, 1933
with deep hair lines (KM.165). Good very fine.
$80
3643
Netherlands, a small collection, including Willem II and
Willem III, twenty five cents both dated 1849, also 1848
half guilders 1848, 1862, 1919; five cents 1862, 1868, 1869;
silver six stivers 1730, silver two stivers (6) various provinces
1722-1755 and others. Mostly fine - very fine. (19)
$330
3644
Netherlands East Indies, Batavian issue, emergency coinage,
copper half stuivers, 1644, (KM.31, Scholten 18). One dark
tone, others brown, all with clear dates, fine - very fine and
scarce. (4)
$220
3645
Netherlands East Indies, Batavian issue, emergency coinage,
copper half stuivers, 1644, (KM.31, Scholten 18). All with
clear dates, fine - very fine and scarce. (3)
$180

3637*
Netherlands, West Friesland, silver rijksdaalder, 1651, obv.
bust right with sword, legend around, rev., crowned shield
dated 16 51 across, (KM.15.3, D.4842). Some flatness,
otherwise very fine or better.
$300
3638
Netherlands, Utrecht, silver rijksdaalder, 1620 (KM.14). Flat
in the centre, nearly fine.
$70

3646*
Netherlands East Indies, Batavian issue, emergency coinage,
copper half stuivers, 1644, (KM.31, Scholten 18). One dark
tone, the other light brown, both with clear dates, fine - very
fine and scarce. (2)
$170

3639*
Netherlands, Utrecht, silver three gulden, 1793 (KM.117;
Dav.1852). Water stains on reverse, otherwise extremely
fine.
$300
3640
Netherlands, (as used in Ceylon and Sri Lanka), under
Dutch rule, silver two stivers various provinces, Gelderland
1789, Holland 1724, 1735, 1766, 1792 (2), Zeeland 1738,
(KM.107, 48, 59); copper Netherland East Indies, VOC half
doit, 1755, Utrecht, (KM.112/1). Fine - very fine. (8)
$100

3647*
Netherlands East Indies or Malaysia, Dutch emergency issue
of 1744, tin pitis, obverse with VOC monogram ao 1744,
(VOC anno 1744), rev. plain with several scratch marks,
(KM.-, Scholten -). Good fine, extremely rare, apparently
unpublished in references.
$180

3641
Netherlands, Willem III, two and a half gulden, 1858
(KM.82). Good very fine.
$50

May have circulated in several Malay States including Selangor.
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3648*
Netherlands East Indies, British East India Company issue
for Malacca, hybrid copper doit fraction of light weight, late
18th century-early 19th century, (0.64gm), obv. East India
Company bale mark, 'VEIC' within crowned heart, rev. VOC
monogram of the Dutch East India company, (cf.SS. C.G1,
Sch.379-380, cf.M.3289). Lightweight, slightly bent flan,
extremely rare and apparently unpublished.
$500

3655*
Russia, Nicholas I, silver rouble, 1829 (KM.C161). Nearly
extremely fine.
$300
3656
Russia, Nicholas I, silver rouble, 1846MW (KM.C.168.2).
Edge nick, nicely toned, very fine.
$100

3649
New Hebrides, silver one hundred francs, 1966 (KM.1),
eight ounces of fine silver. Extremely fine. (12)
$250

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3650
Panama, Simon Bolivar, silver twenty balboas, 1976
(KM.31), over eleven and a half ounces of fine silver. Toned
uncirculated. (3)
$340
3651
Poland, commemorative two zlotych, 2007MW (10) (KM.
Y.592, 594, 610-612, 619, 622, 623, 626, also Korzeniowski
KM.-), 2008MW (KM.Y.627, 630, 638), 2009MW (KM.
Y.678, 680, 684), 2010MW (4, Grottger (2) and Gorlice
(2), both no KM). Uncirculated. (20)
$50

3657*
Russia, Alexander II, silver rouble, 1857 (KM.168.1). Nearly
uncirculated.
$400

3652
Portugal, Maria I alone, four hundred reis 1795, 1797,
(KM.288); Maria II, five hundred reis, 1846, (KM.471).
Fine - good very fine. (3)
$130
3653
Portugal, Carlos I, one thousand reis, 1899, (KM.540);
Republic, one thousand reis 1915, (KM.564). Nearly
extremely fine or better. (2)
$140

3658*
Russia, Nicholas II, commemorative silver rouble, 1912,
Centenary of Napoleon's Defeat (KM.Y.68). Extremely
fine.
$900
3659
Russia, USSR, Moscow Olympics, 1980, 28-coin silver
proof collection of five (14) and ten (14) roubles, over
twenty ounces of fine silver. In two red leather cases of
issue, FDC.
$600

3654*
Russia, Catherine I, (1725-1727), silver rouble, 1726, bust
to right, Moscow mint, (KM.177.1, Diakov 29, Severin 824,
D.1664). Very fine, lightly toned and very rare.
$1,500
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3665*
South Africa, ZAR, two shillings, 1894, 1896 (2) [1
illustrated] the first dirty but all VF (KM.6), two and a
half shillings, 1897 (KM.7), Union, threepences (15, 19271959), sixpences (3, 1940-1950), shillings (4, 1923-1951),
two and a half shillings, 1923 (KM.19.1), Republic, two
and a half cents, 1961 (2), five cents, 1963 (4), 1964, rand,
1967 (English legend) (KM.72.1). Mostly fine - good very
fine. (35)
$300

3660*
Sierra Leone, bronzed copper proof one penny piece, 1791
(Soho Mint) (KM.2.2; Vice FT5). Nearly FDC.
$300

3666
South Africa, Union, George V, farthing, 1923 (KM.12.1),
halfpenny, 1923 (KM.13.1). Good very fine; a few edge nicks,
nice dark brown tone, good extremely fine. (2)
$50

This is the lightweight version ordered by Macaulay in 1813. Ex Frank
McCarthy Collection.

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3667
South Africa, Union, George VI, silver five shillings,
1948, 1949 (3), undated (1952) Founding of Capetown
(2) (KM.40.1, 41), 3.81 ounces of fine silver. Very fine extremely fine. (6)
$120
3661*
Sierra Leone, bronzed copper proof one penny piece, 1791
(Soho Mint) (KM.2.2; Vice FT5). Slightly dull, otherwise
nearly FDC.
$270
Ordered by Macaulay in December 1813.

3662
South Africa, East London Municipality, pennies, 1880
(Theron C44). Very fine - good very fine and scarce. (2)
$80
3668*
South Africa, Republic, five shillings, 1960. Superb mint
state, gem uncirculated or FDC.
$80

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection. For use on local ferry crossing the Buffalo
River to connect East London proper with the suburb of West Bank.

3663
South Africa, ZAR, pennies, 1898 (3); threepences, 1893 (3),
1894, 1895; sixpences, 1892(3), 1893, 1896 (5); shillings,
1892, 1894 (holed); two shillings, 1896 (2) (KM.2-6); copper
copy of Kruger pond, obverse legend, 'Perl.Bier' The Pearl
of German Beers. Poor - very fine. (22)
$80

Ex Spink & Son Ltd, with their envelope, in 1960.

3669
Southern Rhodesia, shillings 1932, 1935, 1937, 1947,
sixpences 1944, 1950, threepences 1935, 1951, pennies
1937, 1954. Fine - nearly uncirculated. (10)
$140

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3664
South Africa, ZAR, two shillings, 1896 (KM.6) obverse
decoratively engraved to add a top hat, pipe and patterned
jacket to President Kruger. Good very fine.
$50
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3670*
Spain, Jaime III (1324-1343), silver dinero or diner,
issue for Majorca (Malllorca), obv. facing bust, REX
MAJORICARVM, rev. cross with long arm, around
IACOBVS DEI GRA, (Cayon ME 2051, Burgos 1393). Very
fine and scarce.
$180
Jaime III was expelled from the island of Mallorca in 1343 by the Aragonese.
In 1349 he launched an invasion to reclaim his throne, but fell in battle.
lot 3665 part
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3671
Spain, Henry IV, (1454-1474), billon half blanca or one
maravedi, Seville Mint, (1.53gm), obv. castle within frame,
rev. lion rampant within frame, (Cayon 1705); Spanish
Netherlands, Philip IV (1621-1665), silver escalin or 6 sols,
1623, Brabant Mint, (4.85gm), obv. face (as mintmark),
lion rampant to left shield before, rev. crowned arms, 16
23 across, (VG & H 333-3). Fine - nearly very fine, both
scarce. (2)
$100
3675*
Spain, Isabel, silver twenty reales, 1855 (KM.593.2).
Cleaned, very fine.
$150
3676
Strait Settlements, Queen Victoria - Edward VII, copper
cents, 1875, 1875W (gVF), 1883, 1884, 1894, 1897 (EF),
1903, 1907, 1908. Fine - extremely fine, several scarce. (9)
$230
3677
Straits Settlements, Queen Victoria, ten cents, 1871 (KM.11).
Good very fine.
$60

3672*
Spain, Philip IV (1621-1665), cob eight reales, clearly dated
1631, Seville Mint, assayer R, (23.54gm), (KM.134). Fine,
weak in places, very rare.
$250

3678
Straits Settlements, Queen Victoria, silver fifty cents, 1894
and 1897 (KM.13). Very good and scarce. (2)
$200

Probably from a find in Ceylon.

3679
Straits Settlements, Queen Victoria, twenty cents 1891 (2),
1898 (2), ten cents 1899, Edward VII, ten cents 1910, George
V, ten cents 1918. Very good - good very fine. (7)
$50

3673*
Spain, Tarragona, Ferdinand VII, silver five pesetas, 1809
(KM.6). Nearly extremely fine.
$250

part

3680*
Straits Settlements, Edward VII, silver dollars, 1903B
[illustrated] and 1904B (KM.25). Good extremely fine;
very fine. (2)
$400

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3674*
Spain, Joseph Napoleon, silver twenty reales, 1811A.I.,
Madrid (KM.551.2). Extremely fine.
$500

3681*
Straits Settlements, Edward VII, silver dollar, 1903B raised
'B' (KM.25). Good very fine and a scarce variety.
$350

Ex Gorny & Mosch Sale 12 (14 October 2002).

Slabbed by PCGS as Genuine.
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part

3682*
Straits Settlements, Edward VII, silver dollar, 1903B incuse
'B' (KM.25). Good extremely fine.
$150

3686*
Sumatra, estate tokens, Silau (Asahan), one dollar, half
dollar, one fifth dollar, one tenth dollar, all in cupro-nickel
(Sch.1124-7). Fine - good very fine. (4)
$150

Slabbed by PCGS as AU50 Genuine.

3687
Sweden, assorted group (11) including daler (2) 1718 (KM.
A356, 360), one ore 171[9] overstruck, another 1746
(KM.416.1), others two kronor 1897, one krone 1875, 1907,
fifty ore 1875, ten ore 1874, 1896, 1904. Fine - extremely
fine. (11)
$130

3683*
Strait Settlements, George V, proof restrike silver dollar, 1919
(KM.33). About FDC and very scarce.
$150

3688*
Switzerland, St. Gallen, City coinage, silver thaler, 1621
(KM.61). Nearly fine.
$150

3684*
Strait Settlements, George V, proof restrike silver dollar, 1920
(KM.33). About FDC and very scarce.
$150
3689*
Switzerland, Basel, silver half thaler, 1741 (KM.148).
Attractively toned, good extremely fine and scarce.
$500
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3690
Thailand, silver ring money, c16th century, (8.95gm and
13.65gm), ornamented with crescent-shaped punch marks.
Good very fine and rare. (2)
$130

3685*
Straits Settlements, George V, silver dollar, 1920 (KM.33).
Metal flaw on obverse, otherwise good extremely fine.
$150

3691
Thailand, Rama IV (1851-1868), silver bullet coinage, two
salu'ng (half baht) (5) (C.136); one salu'ng (quarter baht)
(C.135). All with mounts for use as buttons, fine - very
fine. (6)
$100
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3702*
U.S.A., Liberty head nickel, 1901. Choice uncirculated.
$180

3692*
U.S.A., draped bust half cent, 1805, medium 5, stemless.
Nearly very fine.
$120
3693
U.S.A., draped bust cent, 1800, 80 over 79. Good.
$60
3694
U.S.A., flying eagle cents, 1857 and 1858; Indian head cents,
1860 and 1863; two cents, 1865; G.B. McClellan, Civil War
cent. Fine - very fine. (6)
$130

3703*
U.S.A., seated Liberty dime, 1842O (New Orleans). Graffiti
above, otherwise toned good very fine.
$100
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3695
U.S.A, Indian head cent, 1860, in cupro-nickel. Nearly
extremely fine.
$50
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3704*
U.S.A., seated Liberty proof dime 1873, no arrows.
Attractive, red gold, brilliant FDC.
$600

3696*
U.S.A., Indian head cent, 1899. Fifty percent mint red,
uncirculated.
$100

3705
U.S.A., Liberty dime, 1876CC; two cents, 1864 large motto;
Indian head cent, 1863, 1902; Lincoln cent, 1909VDB. The
last with some mint red, fine - extremely fine. (5)
$60

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3697
U.S.A., Indian head cent 1901. Nearly full mint red,
uncirculated.
$50

3706
U.S.A., silver dimes, Mercury 1919-1945 (14), Roosevelt
1946-1964 (21); silver quarters, standing Liberty, date
worn (1), Washington 1934-1964 (15); silver half dollars,
walking Liberty, 1918S, 1919S, Kennedy, 1966 (in screw
top ring frame), 1968; Morgan silver dollar, 1900S; other
coins, quarter dollar, 1976D (2); Eisenhower dollars, 1971,
1971D, 1972D (5), 1974, 1974D (16), 1976 (4), 1976D (8),
1977D (2), 1978D (2), a total of 7.319 ounces of fine silver
plus high face value of base metal coins. Poor - extremely
fine. (98)
$260

3698
U.S.A., Indian head cents, 1902, 1903, 1905, 1906 (2),
Lincoln cents, 1911S, 1912S (2), 1919, 1919S, 1920S,
1927S, 1945S, 1947S (5), 1948S (3), 1968-1982 (12);
Liberty nickels, 1911 (2); Mercury dime, 1942S. Most cents
from 1945 onwards with much or full mint red, very good
- uncirculated. (36)
$100

3707
U.S.A., seated Liberty quarter, 1876CC. Fine.

3699
U.S.A., Lincoln cents, 1912D, 1912S (2); two cents, 1868;
buffalo nickels, 1930S, 1935, 1936, 1938D. Fine - very
fine. (8)
$100

$50
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3708
U.S.A., Barber silver quarter dollar, 1914D; Stone Mountain
Memorial, commemorative silver half dollar, 1925. Good
very fine; toned with edge nicks, extremely fine. (2)
$80

3700
U.S.A., shield nickel, rays between stars, 1867. Scarce, good
very fine.
$70

3709
U.S.A., collection of Washington quarters statehood
commemoratives, 1999-2008. In Supreme album,
uncirculated. (100)
$100

3701
U.S.A., shield nickel, 1871. Fine and scarce.
$100
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.
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3710
U.S.A., capped bust silver half dollars, 1826 and 1832.
Nearly very fine; good very fine. (2)
$130

3716*
U.S.A., Morgan silver dollar, 1893CC. Edge nicks, a little
polished, otherwise good fine and scarce.
$300

3711*
U.S.A., Barber silver half dollar, 1901. Extremely fine.
$180

3717*
U.S.A., Morgan silver dollar, 1903S. Good fine and scarce.
$80

3712*
U.S.A., silver trade dollar, 1874S. Extremely fine.
$500

3713*
U.S.A., silver trade dollar, 1874S. Extremely fine.
$400

3714*
U.S.A., silver trade dollar, 1876S. Brushed on reverse, good
very fine.
$300
3715
U.S.A., Morgan silver dollars, 1878, 1885O, 1886; Peace
dollar, 1923. Toned, uncirculated - choice uncirculated. (4)
$250

3718*
U.S.A., proof set of five coins, 1939. In custom made lucite
holder, FDC.
$1,000

Slabbed by PCGS and NGC as MS 64s, the first MS63.
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3719
Africa, mixed group of issues noted East Africa shilling 1925
(EF) another 1950, other issues from Egypt (4), Ethiopia (2),
Ghana, Tunisia. Very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$80

3726
World coins, Austria, Olympic Centennial Coin Programme,
proof silver two hundred schilling set of two, 1995
(KM.3026, 3027); Jamaica, proof silver ten dollars, 1979
IYC (KM.80); Singapore, proof silver ten dollars, 1977
(KM.16); Western Samaoa, proof silver tala, 1974 (KM.19a),
over four ounces of fine silver. The first two with certificates,
all in cases of issue, FDC. (4)
$120

3720
British Commonwealth, a small group including Southern
Rhodesia half crown 1940 (gVF), Mauritius ten cents 1889
(nEF) and AE five cents 1924, British West Africa threepence
1938KN (near unc), Cyprus four and half piastres 1901,
India 1/4 rupee 1888, Malaya twenty cents 1939 (unc),
Straits Settlements cent 1907, East Africa 1937 fifty cents,
others. Fine - uncirculated. (18)
$100

3727
World coins, mostly silver, noted Austria, schilling, 1925
(KM.2840); Ceylon, fifty cents, 1919 (KM.109a); Fiji, florin,
1938 (KM.,13a); India, British, quarter rupees, 1883, 1910
(KM.490, 506); Ireland, florin, 1940 (KM.15); Germany,
Federal Republic, five mark (7, 1951-1970), ten mark, 1972
(2); coin copies, Great Britain, shilling, 1747, and Austria,
ducat, 1752 (giveaway promotion by Reader's Digest); a
varied range of other silver coins. Poor - extremely fine.
(74)
$150

3721
Europe, France, two francs 1888A (EF), fifty centimes 1881A
(EF), minor AE issues from Italy, Austria, Belgium and others.
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (8)
$100
3722
South America, type coins for Mexico, Nicaragua and
Venezuela, 1830s-1950s, all minors, many silver issues. Fine
- uncirculated. (56)
$240

3728
World coins, Bahamas, proof set, 1974 (KM.PS10); Canada,
proof-like set incorporating silver Centennial medal, all in
red case, 1967 (KM.PL18A); Fiji, proof dollar, 1970, proof
silver ten dollars, 1980 (KM.33, 46a); Western Samoa, proof
silver tala, 1977 Lindbergh (2), 1978 Trans Pacific Flight,
proof silver ten tala, 1981 Royal Wedding (KM.26a, 28a,
44), combined approximately nine ounces of fine silver. In
cases of issue, FDC. (8)
$230

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3723
World coins, Belgium, Leopold II, silver five francs, 1873
position A (KM.24); Great Britain, George IV, silver
halfcrown, 1834 (S.3834) counterstamp on neck, possibly
VR. Very good - very fine. (2)
$50

3729
World coins, Belgium five centimes, 1850, one franc, 1922
(KM. 5.1, 89); Germany, one mark, 1913G (KM.14);
Italy, one lira, 1913R (KM.45), Papal States, ten baiocchi,
1858XIIIR (KM.1342a); Switzerland, one rappen, 1919B
(KM.3.2), Canton of Luzern, batzen (ten rappen), 1810
(KM.101); Vatican, Sede Vacante, five lire, 1939 (KM.20).
Very fine - good extremely fine. (8)
$120

3724
World coins, Annam (Vietnam) collection in small album,
1740-1960; China, old coinage 1644-1911 set of ten, mint
set, 1965 Dr Sun Yat-sen Birth Centennial (KM.MS1); Cook
Islands, mint one dollar, 1973, 1986 QEII 60th Birthday (3)
(KM.7, 31); Croatia, proof set, 1995 (KM.PS13); Falkland
Islands, proof set, 1980, Liberation crown, 1982 (2, one on
card) (KM.PS4, KM.18); Fiji, mint set, 1976 (KM.MS1);
Guernsey, mint one pound, 1981 (KM.37); Israel, piedfort
proof sets, 1981 (2) (KM.PPS1); Japan, mint set, 1986 (KM.
MS19); Macau, coinage sets on card (4) all loose and all
circulated; Papua New Guinea, proof set, 1975 (KM.PS1);
New Zealand, mint dollar, 1970 Cook; Singapore, one
dollar, 1969 (KM.6); Thailand, souvenir folder of old and
current coins, 1937 - 1982 (2 sets); Vatican, mint set, 1956
(KM.MS5); Western Samoa, specimen set, 1974, mint tala,
1967, 1970 Cook, 1972 Roggeveen (KM.MS2, KM.7.9.11).
Poor - FDC. (30)
$200

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3730
World coins, Bermuda, silver crown, 1964, silver dollar,
1972 (KM.14, 22); New Zealand, crown, 1953 (KM.30);
U.S.A., Eisenhower dollars, 1971, 1971D, 1972, 1972D,
1972S (silver), 1974, 1974D; Western Samoa, silver ten
tala, 1979 Bicentenary of death of Captain Cook (KM.33)
(2) in packets of issue; other world minors, mostly silver,
1838-1936. Good - uncirculated. (20)
$100

3725
World coins, Austria, silver twenty five schilling, 1964
(KM.2895.1); Finland, silver ten markkaa, 1967, 1970,
1975 (KM.50, 51, 54); Germany, Bavaria, silver thaler,
1830 (KM.393); Hungary, five korona, 1907 proof restrike
(KM.489). The German thaler with mount mark repairs on
obverse, otherwise very fine, the rest uncirculated. (6)
$130

3731
World coins, a selection of type coins from BohemiaMoravia, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, 1920s-1960s,
includes many silver issues. Fine - uncirculated. (60)
$300
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.
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3732
World coins, Bolivia, two soles, 1856/5MJ Potosi (KM.121.2);
Brazil, forty reis countermark on 1832R eighty reis, undated
(1835), eighty reis, 1830R (KM.446, 366.1); Panama, ten
centesimos, 1904, fifty centesimos, 1904 (KM.3, 5); Peru,
sol, 1875YJ, 1926 (KM.196.3, 218.1); Philippines, peso,
1897SGV (KM.154); Portugal, one hundred reis, 1893, five
hundred reis, 1896 (KM.531, 535). The Bolivia two soles
very good, the rest very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$250

3739
World coins, mostly 19th - 20th century and mostly base
metal, a good selection, a few items noted include Brunei,
cent, AH1304 (1886) (KM.3); Estonia, kroon, 1934
(KM.16); India, East India Company, silver half rupee, 1840
(KM.456.1); Italy, ten centesimi, 1931R (KM.60) (some mint
red); Switzerland, Canton of Bern, two and a half batzen,
1826 (KM.195.1); also Indian temple tokens (3). Some coins
holed, poor - uncirculated. (approx 155)
$100

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3740
World coins, partial type collections includes some silver
issues, 1904-c1940s, Bulgaria (12), Jersey (5), Serbia (8).
Very fine - extremely fine. (25)
$150

3733
World coins, Bolivia, one boliviano, 1872FE Potosi
(KM.155.4); Mexico, five pesos, 1948, 1952, 1953 (KM.465,
467, 468); Peru, one sol, 1865YB, 1874YJ, 1879YJ,
1883FN, 1885TD, 1891TF, 1895TF (2), 1924, 1931, 1947
(KM.196.1, 3, 5, 19, 22, 24, 26 [2], 218.1, 2, 222), all silver
except last coin. Mostly very fine - uncirculated. (15)
$200

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3741
World coins, partial type collections, c1850-1950, includes
Burma, peacock silver rupee, 1852, also Cambodia (2),
Ceylon (21), Kiau Chau (1). Very fine - uncirculated. (25)
$100

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3734
World coins, all silver, includes coinage from Bolivia (2),
Brazil (6), Chile (1), Panama (2), Portugal (1), Spain (2),
1830-1953, 5.8 ounces of fine silver. One Brazilian coin
with suspension loop and two with loop removed, otherwise
mostly fine - very fine. (16)
$150

3742
World coins, Canada, specimen set, 1984, silver one dollar,
undated (1967) Centennial, Maple Leaf silver one ounce
five dollars, 1995 (KM.SS70, KM.70, 187); China, People's
Republic, mint one ounce silver ten yuan, 1989 Panda (KM.
A221); Mexico, silver one peso, 1940 (KM.455); Papua New
Guinea, proof silver five kina, undated (1994) (KM.37);
U.S.A., proof set, 1971S, mint silver one ounce American
Eagle one dollar, 1991, proof half dollar, 1991D Mount
Rushmore, combined total of 4.79 ounces of fine silver.
The sets and the half dollar in cases or packets of issue,
uncirculated - FDC. (9)
$150

3735
World coins, Brazil, three hundred and twenty reis, 1696
(KM.82); Chile, two reales, 1805FJ (KM.59); Mexico, two
reales, 1756M (KM.86.1); Spain, Archduke Carlos III, two
reales, 1711 (Cayon 7983), Philip V, two reales, 1724J
(KM.329). Good - very fine. (5)
$150

3743
World coins, Canada, mint set, 1965, mint coins, 1975,
British Columbia trade dollars (4); U.S.A., proof set, 1989,
mint set, 1976 three coin silver set, 1980 Philadeplhia and
Denver mints, proof Liberty set of silver dollar and half
dollar, 1986S, proof Liberty silver dollar, 1986S, cased
Kennedy silver half dollar, 1964D. Uncirculated - FDC.
(14)
$110

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3736
World coins, British Caribbean Territories, proof set, 1955
(KM.PS1); Cyprus, proof set, 1955 (KM.PS11); Guernsey,
proof set, 1956 (KM.PS5); Western Samoa, specimen set,
1974 (KM.MS2); also Great Britain, mint coin set of 1953,
cased but missing halfcrown and crown, and Southern
Rhodesia, crown, 1953 (KM.27) (Unc); Great Britain,
Coronation Medal, 1953, in silver (32mm) by Spink (BHM
4448). The first four sets and the medals in cases of issue,
uncirculated - FDC. (8)
$140

3744
World coins, all silver coins, Canada, 1905-1967, five cents
(2), ten cents (9), twenty five cents (6), fifty cents (2); U.S.A.,
1923-1969, Mercury dimes (5), quarter dollar (1), half
dollars, 1942D, 1958D, 1964, 1965, 1968D, 1969, Peace
dollar, 1923, combined total of nearly five ounces of fine
silver. Poor - extremely fine. (32)
$130

3737
World coins, all silver, British India, includes one rupees (5,
1880-1918), half rupees (2), quarter rupees (5), two annas
(4), also Ceylon (8, Queen Victoria - George V), Malaya (7,
George VI), Straits Settlements (2, George V). Fine - good
extremely fine. (34)
$100

3745
World coins, Canada, collection of nickels, 1937-1969,
part set in incorrect Whitman album, 2001 proof set cover
only; Great Britain, set of 1962 coins; Greece, set of 1971
coins; Singapore, mint set, 1987; U.S.A., Jefferson nickel
set, 1938-1961 missing a few coins, in Whitman folder;
U.S.Commemorative Society, set no.12220, set of twenty
Kennedy half dollars, 1964-1984, set no.10920, set of five
Eisenhower dollars, 1971-1976, both sets in wooden cases,
Indian head 8ct gold miniature coins in original sealed
packets (9). Fine - uncirculated. (5 sets, 1 case + 108)
$150

3738
World coins, partial type collections, c1900s - 1960s, British
West Africa (17), Mozambique (13), Reunion (5), Seychelles
(11), Somalia (2). Fine - uncirculated. (48)
$120
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.
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3752
World coins, Czechoslovakia, twenty korun, 1933 (KM.17);
Denmark, ten kroner, 1967, 1968 (KM.856, 857); New
Zealand, crowns, 1949, 1953 (KM.22, 30); Russia, ten
kopeks, 1833EM (KM.C.141.1); U.S.A., Morgan silver
dollar, 1921, Peace silver dollar, 1922. The Russian
coin nearly very fine for issue, the rest extremely fine uncirculated. (8)
$140

3746
World coins, China, ancient coins of Northern Sung Dynasty,
set of twenty four, 960-1126, on card; Great Britain, mint
sets, 1984, 1985 (S.US03,04), mint two pounds, 1994 Claim
of Rights (S.4313), mint Royal Wedding crown, 1981, on
card (S.4229), Farewell to 1 note / Welcome to 1 coin,
in folder, Farewell to British 1/2 pence set of two; United
Kingdom, Europa ecu coinage, medallic five ecu, 1992 (Bruce
X.M16); New Zealand, mint sets, 1990, 1994, mint five
dollars, 1992 Anniversary of Decimal Coins, 1995 Tui, QEII
70th Birthday, 1996, set of silver five dollars and overprinted
twenty dollar note, number ER001425, cased. The last set
scarce, uncirculated - FDC. (13)
$170

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3753
World coins, all silver, Czechoslovakia, ten korun, 1928
(KM,12), twenty korun, 1934, 1937 (KM.17, 18), twenty
five korun, 1954 (KM.41) (2); Slovakia, twenty korun,
1939, 1941 double bar cross (KM.3, 7.2), fifty korun, 1944
(KM.10) (2). Very fine - extremely fine. (9),
$60

3747
World coins, China, Republic, one dollar, Yuan Shih Kai, Yr
3 (1914), Yr 9 (1920), Sun Yat sen, undated (1927), Yr 22
(1933) (KM.Y.329, 329.6, 318a.1, 345); Philippines, peso,
1908S (KM.172), piso, 1974 (KM.203); Straits Settlements,
one dollar, 1920 (KM.33). Fine - extremely fine. (7)
$140

3754
World coins, Czechoslovakia, silver fifty korun, undated
(1948) (KM.25); Finland, silver ten markkaa, 1971 (KM.52);
India, silver rupees, 1840, 1900; cupro nickel crowns, Great
Britain, 1965, Cook Islands, 1972 (2), New Zealand, 1967,
1978; also Great Britain First Decimal Coins set. The rupees
very fine, the rest uncirculated. (11)
$50

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3748
World coins, China, Republic, silver one and two chiao, Yr
15 (1926) (Kann 681, 682), under Japanese Government,
ten fen, Yr 29 (1940) (KM.Y.522); Hong Kong, silver five
cents, 1891 (KM.6.3); Japan, Mutsuhito (Meiji) two sen,
Yr 10 (1877), silver ten sen, Yr 28 (1895), Yr 29 (1896),
silver twenty sen, Yr 6 (1873) type 1, Yr 10 (1877), Yosihito
(Taisho) silver ten sen, Yr 5 (1916), Hirohito (Showa) silver
one hundred yen, Yr 33 (1958) (2), Yr 35 (1960) (2). Fine
- good very fine. (14)
$100

3755
World coins, Cyprus, nine piastres, 1901 (KM.6) (2);
Ethiopia, birr, EE1892 (KM.19); Germany, Prussia, thaler,
1810A, 1830A (KM.387, 419); Italy, five lire, 1875M BN
(KM.8.3). The second coin with a few edge nicks and obverse
stain, otherwise fine - very fine. (5)
$150
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3749
World Coins, Cook Islands proof set, 1979; Papua New
Guinea, proof sets, 1979, 1982, 1983, Solomon Islands
proof set 1929; Isle of Man proof silver crown 1981; Queen
Mother mint crowns 1980 (2). The proofs in cases of issue,
FDC. (8)
$150

3756
World coins, Ecuador, silver sucre, 1884 Birmingham, 1888
Santiago (KM.53.1, 53.2); Ethiopia, silver birr, 1895A
modern restrike; Liberia, two cents, 1941, one dollar, 1966
(KM.12a, 18a.1); New Hebrides, silver one hundred francs,
1966 (KM.1); Paraguay, silver three hundred guaranies, 1968
(KM.29); Poland, silver two hundred zlotych, 1974MW
(KM.Y.72); Uruguay, silver peso, 1893SO, silver ten pesos,
1961, silver one thousand pesos, 1969 (KM.17a, 43, 55).
The first two coins fine - very fine, the third last coin poor,
the rest extremely fine - uncirculated. (11)
$160

3750
World coins, Coronation of QEII Jubilee Crowns, silver proof
set of five, 1978, includes Barbados, Belize, British Virgin
Islands, Cook Islands, Solomon Islands (KM.27, 54, 22, 21,
8); Great Britain, deluxe proof sets, 1996 (S.PS58) (2); New
Zealand, Celebration of Sport Silver Dollar Series, proof set
of four, 1989 (KM.67a - 70a); Papua New Guinea, proof set,
1977 (KM.PS3); U.S.A., bicentennial silver mint set of three,
1976, another identical set but cupro nickel, 1976, cased;
commemorative silver medallic first day of issue cover of 1st
Solo Flight Across The Atlantic, 1977; combined total weight
of approximately ten ounces of fine silver. The New Zealand
set case, certificate and box affected by foxing, otherwise
uncirculated - FDC. (8)
$350

3757
World coins, partial type collections including some silver
issues, 1851 - 1965, Ecuador (19), El Salvador (6), Colombia
(34) includes Leprosarium coins (2) and Santander Civil War
issue fifty centavos, 1902. Mostly very fine - uncirculated.
(59)
$160
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3758
World coins, Egypt, ten qirsh, AH1327 Yr 6 (1913), ten
piastres, 1917H (KM.309, 320); Ivory Coast, proof ten
francs, 1966 (KM.1); Muscat and Oman, quarter anna,,
AH1315 (KM.12.4); Sharjah, fantasy silver five rupee, 1964
John F Kennedy (Bruce X.1). The proof with some dark
stains across obverse, otherwise FDC, the rest good very
fine - uncirculated. (5)
$120

3751
World coins, a selection of type coins from Curacao, Danish
West Indies, Guadaloupe, St Pierre & Michelon, St Thomas
& Prince and Suriname, some in silver, all minors, 1850s1960s. Good fine - nearly uncirculated. (33)
$180
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.
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3759
World coins, 1922-1939, Estonia (7), Latvia (11), Lithuania
(10), all different, includes several silver issues. Very fine
- uncirculated. (28)
$180

3765
World coins, French Indo China, cent, 1900A, piastre, 1886A
(KM.8, 5); Malaysia, ringgit, 1971, 1972 (KM.9.1, 12);
Netherlands East Indies, silver half gulden, 1826, silver one
tenth gulden, 1942S (12), silver quarter gulden, 1941P (5)
(KM.302, 318, 319); Thailand, silver baht, undated (18761900) (KM.Y.34). Very fine - uncirculated. (23)
$130

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3760
World coins, Fiji, proof fifty cents, 1979 FAO (KM.44) (2);
Latvia, silver five lati, 1929 (KM.9); New Zealand, proof
set, 1971 (KM.PS12). The second coin toned, extremely fine,
the rest FDC. (4)
$120

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3761
World coins, Finland, one markkaa, 1874S (KM.3.2);
German States, Bremen, twenty four grote, 1672HL
(KM.124.2) (edge hole plugged), Brandenburg-Bayreuth,
twenty kreuzer, 1765CLR (KM.236), Hamburg, eight
schilling, 1728IHL (KM.165); Hungary, ten krajczar, 1764
(KM.365) (graffiti on obverse); Poland, zloty/fifteen kopek,
1862EM, one kopek, 1910CHE, five kopek, 1876EM (KM.
Y.1.3, 9,2, 12.1). Very good - good very fine. (9)
$100

part

3766*
World coins, Germany, Prussia, two mark, 1883A (KM.506)
[illustrated]; New Zealand, halfcrown, 1950; Peru, peseta,
1880BF (KM.200.1); Spain, two reales, 1820GJ (KM.460.2);
U.S.A., Lincoln cent, 1912S. Good - extremely fine. (5)
$150

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3767
World coins, Great Britain, proof silver crown, 1981 Royal
Wedding (S.4229), First Decimal Coins set in folder; Guyana,
proof sets, 1976 (6 coin set), 1976 (8 coin set). In cases of
issue, uncirculated - FDC. (4)
$70
part

3768
World crowns, Great Britain, silver crown, 1898 LXII; New
Zealand crown, 1949; South Africa, George VI, Crown 1947;
U.S.A., Peace dollar, 1923. Very good - extremely fine. (4)
$100

3762*
World silver coins, France, Second Kingdom, five francs,
1847A (KM.749.1); Netherlands, two and a half gulden,
1960 (KM.185); Peru, sol, 1869YB Arabic one (KM.196.3);
Russia, Empire, rouble, 1913BC Romanov Dynasty (KM.
Y.70) [illustrated]; Uruguay, peso, 1917 (KM.23). The first
with two edge nicks on reverse, otherwise fine - good very
fine. (5)
$150

3769
World coins, Great Britain, George II, sixpence, 1728
(S.3707), George IV, shilling, 1826, sixpence, 1821 (S.3812,
3813), Queen Victoria, Jubilee head, sixpence, 1887
(S.3929); also Ionian Islands, thirty lepta, 1851 (KM.35);
Guernsey, one double, 1889H (KM.10); other British
Commonwealth coins, from British Guiana, stiver, 1838
(KM.Tn1), and British North Borneo (2), Canada (3), East
Africa (2), Malaya, and Sarawak, quarter cent, 1863 (KM.1).
The last scarce, fine - good very fine. (16)
$150

3763
World coins, France, twenty five centimes, 1928 (2), one
franc, 1927 (2), two francs, 1871K (scarce), 1871A, five
francs, 1960, 1962, 1964, ten francs, 1931 (KM.867a [2],
876 [2], 816.2, 817.1, 926 [3], 878); Netherlands, gulden,
1957, 1965, two and a half gulden, 1962 (KM.184 [2], 185);
Curacao, quarter gulden, 1944D (KM.44); Dutch Indies,
tenth gulden, 1941P, quarter gulden, 1941P (2) (KM.318,
319 [2]); Switzerland, half franc, 1967B, franc, 1967B, two
francs, 1928B, 1968B (2), 1969B, five francs, 1967B (2)
(KM.23, 21, 21a [3], 40 [2]), over 3.8 ounces of fine silver.
Fine - uncirculated. (25)
$150

Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3770
World coins, Great Britain and Ireland, mostly 18th century
halfpenny trade tokens (13); Philippines, Culion Leper
Colony tokens (3); Somalia coinage, 1950-67 (6); South
Africa, half cent - one rand, 1971 (8); Straits Settlements,
quarter - one cent, 1845-1862 (6). All in 2x2 holders, except
for first items mostly identified with catalogue reference
numbers, overall fine - uncirculated. (36)
$150

3764
World coins, French Indo China, two sapeque, 1898A, one
cent, 1918 (KM.6, 12.1); Netherlands, Willem II, two and
a half gulden, 1845 (KM.69). The first two cleaned, fine
- very fine. (3)
$80
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3771
World coins, Great Britain, two pounds, 1986 Games (7,
three in cases, all Unc), crown, 1965 (2), shilling, 1902
(S.4311, 4144, 3982); New Zealand, mint sets, 1967 (2);
South Africa, silver five shillings, 1953, one rand, 1983
(KM.52, 88a); world coins (96) mostly Great Britain, New
Zealand and U.S.A. including six small silver coins. Poor
- uncirculated. (110)
$60

3779
World coins, Mexico, eight reales, 1879JS Zacatecas Mint,
1893AM Mexico Mint, one peso, 1923 (KM.377.13, 377.10,
455); Panama, half balboa, 1932 (KM.12.1); another silver
eight reales of Ferdinand VII (damaged). Poor - extremely
fine. (5)
$100
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

3780
World coins, Netherlands, gulden 1856 (KM.93), five cents
1850 (KM.91), Netherlands East Indies, Utrecht, AE doit
1790 (KM.111.1); Peru silver peseta 1880, Newfoundland
five cents 1941, other issues British Caribbean Territories (2),
Costa Rica (3), Ecuador (2) and Canada, one cent, 1907.
Good very fine - uncirculated. (13)
$100

3772
World coins, Greece, five drachmai, 1876A, thirty drachmai,
1963 (KM.46, 86); Hungary, five korona, 1907KB, five
pengo, 1930BP, 1938, 1939 (KM.488, 512.1, 516, 517);
Latvia, five lati, 1931 (KM.9); Russia, rouble, 1899 (KM.
Y.59.3). Fine - uncirculated. (8)
$180
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3781
World silver coins, Australia, crown, 1937 (badly scratched
obverse); Bermuda, crowns, 1964 (2) (KM.14); Canada,
proof dollars, 1981 Train (3) (KM.130); Fiji, proof twenty
five dollars, 1975 (KM.37); Ethiopia, proof five dollars,
1972 (2) (KM.52); New Hebrides, mint one hundred
francs, 1966 (KM.1); San Marino, proof ten thousand lire,
1996 (KM.342); Singapore, proof ten dollars, 1978 (case
damaged), mint ten dollars, 1972 (2) (KM.17.1, 9.1); South
Africa, Union, proof rand, 1978 (KM.88); U.S.A., American
Eagle mint one ounce silver dollar, 1991; Western Samoa,
proof ten tala, 1980 Olympics (KM.36a) (2); over twelve and
a half ounces of fine silver. Mostly in packets or cases, first
coin damaged, the rest uncirculated - FDC. (18)
$370

3773
World coins, Guyana, proof set, 1976 (KM.PS2); Jamaica,
proof set, 1980 (KM.PS18); Malta, proof set, 1977 (KM.
PS3); Philippines, proof sets, 1975 (2), 1977, 1978 (KM.
PS8, 11, 12); a total of 7.71 ounces of fine silver. In cases of
issue, the Malta case marked, otherwise FDC. (7)
$260
3774
World coins, 1933-1957, includes several silver coins,
Indonesia (2), New Guinea (5), New Zealand (34). Fine
- extremely fine. (34)
$80
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3782
World coins, a good selection of British and world coins,
some items noted include, some Fiji type coins including
silver issues; Germany/Prussia, five marks, 1875A, 1893A
(KM.503, 523); Great Britain, crown, 1820LX, shilling,
1816, Maundy set, 1903, silver trade dollar, 1911 (S.3787,
3790, 3985, KM.T5); Ireland, ten shillings, 1966 (KM.18);
Netherlands, two and a half gulden, 1937 (KM.165);
Panama, balboa, 1947 (KM.13); South Africa, five shillings,
1952 (KM.41); U.S.A., silver half dollars (3, including 1893
Columbian Expo issue), silver dollars, 1881S, 1900O, 1922,
1971S proof; also noted ancient bronzes 3-4 century; many
other minor coins. In 2x2 holders in a coin album, good
- FDC. (259)
$400

3775
World coins, Jersey, one thirteenth of a shilling, 1851 (KM.3);
Luxemburg, one hundred francs, 1963, two hundred and
fifty francs, undated (1963) (KM.52, 53.1); Poland, ten
zlotych, 1935 (KM.Y.29); Romania, five hundred lei, 1941,
one hundred thousand lei, 1946 (KM.60, 71); Spain, five
pesetas, 1870 (70) SN-M, 1884 (84) MS-M (KM.655, 688);
Switzerland, five francs, undated (1963) (KM.51). Fine
- uncirculated. (9)
$160
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3776
World coins, partial type collections, 1927-1970, Jordan
(9), Lebanon (15), Muscat and Oman (4), Palestine (10),
Saudi Arabia (10), includes a few silver issues. Very fine
- extremely fine. (48)
$150

3783
World coins, a varied assortment includes a large number of
silver issues including some crowns, noted Bengal Presidency
Murshidabad silver rupee c1800 and many other coins pre
1950. One Straits Settlements silver dollar with mount fitting
on reverse, otherwise very good - extremely fine. (203)
$400

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3777
World coins, includes some silver issues, 1921-1970, Lebanon
(27) and Syria (26). All in 2x2 holders, identified and with
catalogue reference numbers, fine - uncirculated. (53)
$100

3784
World coins, a varied assortment of base metal coins, mostly
1960s - 2000s and most in mint condition. Extremely fine
- uncirculated. (315)
$60

3778
World coins, partial type collections, c1900s - 1960s,
Maldive Islands (4), Mongolia (4), Nepal (10), Pakistan (12),
South Vietnam (3), Thailand (20), Tibet (3), Timor (1). Fine
- uncirculated. (57)
$120

3785
World coins, mixed lot of mostly twentieth century coinage,
includes several silver coins and some base metal crowns. In
a coin album, poor - extremely fine. (approx 540)
$70

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.
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3786
World coins, a selection from A - Z, some items noted include
Austria, fifty schillings, 1964 (KM.2896); Bermuda, crown,
1964 (KM.14); Brazil, one thousand reis, 1856 (KM.465);
Canada, ten cents, 1890H, silver dollars, 1958, 1964, 1965,
1978 (KM.3, 55, 58, 64.1, 121); East India Coy, ten and
twenty cash ex wreck of Admiral Gardner; Finland, ten
markkaa, 1971 (KM.52); India/Travencore, gold fanam
c1800s; Japan, silver isshu gin, 1868-69 (KM.C.12a);
Mexico, twenty five pesos, 1968, one onza, 1991 (KM.479.1,
494.3); New Guinea, type coins; Southern Rhodesia, crown,
1953 (KM.27); many other silver minors. In 2x2 holders in
coin album, overall fine - uncirculated. (198)
$260

3792
World coins, an accumulation of base metal coins (3kg),
also Great Britain, farthing - halfcrown set of nine, 1953 (2),
crowns, 1953 (6, cased), 1965 (2); world notes (26, includes
NZ$8). Poor - uncirculated. (3.5kg)
$50
3793
World coins, mostly base metal, c1870s - 2000s, noted
Morocco, a small quantity of falus - four falus, also a mint
roll of twenty santimat, AH1407 (1987) (KM.Y.85). Poor
- uncirculated. (approx 3.5kg)
$50
3794
World coins, a large accumulation, 1830-2000s but mostly
modern issues, several uncirculated, includes some crowns (5)
as well as a few commemorative medals. Poor - uncirculated.
(7.5kg)
$80

3787
World coins, an accumulation, noted Austria, proof set,
1978 (KM.PS38), ten schilling, 1958, fifty schilling, 1969
(KM.2882, 2906); Germany, Third Reich, two reichsmark,
1937A (KM.93), Federal Republic, five mark, 1951D, 1951J,
1969D, ten mark, 1995D (2) (KM.112.1, 187); Netherlands,
two and a half gulden, 1960 (KM.185); U.S.A., walking
Liberty silver half dollar, 1942S; a few other silver minors
and a quantity of base metal issues, over 3 ounces of fine
silver. Poor - extremely fine. (approx 1kg)
$70
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3788
World coins, includes many silver coins, mostly minors,
also various other base metal coins, noted a Netherlands
silver two and a half gulden, 1929, British India East India
Coy, quarter anna, 1835 Bombay Mint (some mint red)
(KM.446.2), Germany, Bavaria, six kreuzer, 1813 (KM.346),
Great Britain, sixpence, 1881, 1947 (Unc), penny, 1912H
(S.3912, 4105, 4052). Poor - uncirculated. (1.8kg)
$100

3795
Austria, Vienna Mint, undated in bronze (35mm), uniface,
obverse, mint building; France, Paris Mint Pessac premises,
undated, in bronze (81mm) edge impressed '1983', obverse
Pessac buildings and surrounds, reverse, modernistic
impression of coining process; Poland, 25th Anniversary of
Warsaw Uprising 1944-1969, undated, in bronze (64mm)
by A.K.Bobrowski, obverse, soldiers and resisting civilians
in battle, flag behind, reverse, historic quote against a walled
background; Poland, memorial medal for fallen soldiers
1927-1982, in bronze (45mm square, rounded corners),
obverse, statue of soldier on horseback, reverse, eagle inside
wreath with Polish Cross in beak, date 27 December 1918,
the date of Poland's uprising against Germany, names of
famous battles around. All cased, the last two not in official
case, uncirculated. (4)
$100

3789
World coins, a varied selection, many Great Britain and
includes $1.30 face value of .500 silver coins, also noted
Netherlands silver gulden, 1929, 1931, New Guinea, shillings
(6) and several other coins pre 1945, New Zealand, penny,
1946 with some mint red, and U.S.A., one cent, 1911
(some mint red), 1919D, 1919S and five cents, 1920. Poor
- extremely fine. (approx 1.2kg)
$60
3790
World coins, includes some Great Britain and New Zealand
silver coins, face value, .925 silver .90 cents, .500 silver .85
cents, a few other silver coins such as Fiji florins, 1935 and
1943S, also noted a scarce U.S.A. Lincoln cent, 1912S (VF), a
number of souvenir coins and numerous Great Britain, New
Zealand and South Africa copper coins as well as other base
metal issues. Poor - extremely fine. (2.5kg)
$100

3796
Austria, copy of gold two ducat, 1642, in silver; World Trade
1973, one silver mundinero, one ounce silver; The Ruff
Times Fifth Annual National Convention, 1982, one ounce
silver; New York Mets World Champions, 1986, one ounce
silver; China, 15th Anniversary of Xiamen Special Economic
Zone, 1996, one ounce silver; France, Spring-Summer medal
featuring female bust on each side wearing appropriate
season's fashion. Very fine - uncirculated. (6)
$150

3791
World coins, an accumulation, includes a quantity of Great
Britain and New Zealand with a number of silver coins,
noted Great Britain face value, .925 silver .35 cents, .500
silver .60 cents, also U.S.A. silver half dollars (2), Germany,
silver five mark, 1969D (KM.112.1) (Unc), Netherlands East
Indies, quarter gulden, 1907 (KM.310) and others. Poor
- uncirculated. (approx 3.5kg)
$60

3797
Austria, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 1931, in bronze
(50mm) by J.Tautenhayn, obverse, Mozart bust right, reverse,
inscription for Mozart Viennese Academic community of the
International Mozart Foundation. In case of issue, glued
inside lid is hand written note for His Majesty Emperor and
King Otto as a memorial to Mozart, dated Vienna, 25 Mai
1931, uncirculated.
$80
366

3802
France, Battle of Friedland, undated, in bronze (40mm) by
Andrieu (Bramsen 632), obverse, laureate head of Napoleon
right, reverse, full length naked figure of Napoleon in
character of Mars sheathing his sword and standing amid
dead and wounded, olive tree of peace at right, at left is
the torch of war upended and nearly extinguished, in the
exergue 'Bataille De Friedland / XIV Juin MDCCCVII'.
Good very fine.
$50
3798*
France, Peace of Luneville, 1801, in white metal (38mm)
by Z (Kempson and Kinden), (Bramsen 114), young bust
of Napoleon right, reverse, legend in wreath. Extremely
fine, rare.
$80

3803
France, Napoleonic medals, Birth of the King of Rome, 1840,
in bronze (41mm) by Andrieu (Bramsen 1099), obverse,
bust of infant Napoleon Francois Joseph Charles left,
reverse, Marie Louise holding her son; The King of Rome,
undated, in bronze (41mm) by Andrieu (Bramsen 1091),
obverse, heads of Napoleon and Marie Louise right, reverse,
infant Napoleon; similar design, different reverse legend, in
bronze (15mm) by Andrieu (Bramsen 1092). The first nearly
extremely fine, the other two extremely fine. (3)
$120

3799
France, Napoleonic medals, Treaty of Amiens broken and
Hanover occupied, 1803, in bronze (41mm) by Jeuffroy
(Bramsen 271); French Commission to promote Vaccination,
1804, in bronze (41mm) by Andrieu (Bramsen 400);
Proposed column of the Grand Army, 1805, in bronze
(41mm) by Brenet (Bramsen 463), plain edge original.
The first with unusual metal lamination flaw on obverse,
otherwise all extremely fine. (3)
$300

3804
France, Series of Great Men of France, in bronze (41mm),
portrait medals of Ennio Visconti, archaeologist, 1818, by
Donadio; Esprit Flechier, bishop, 1820, by Domard; Olivier
de Serres, agronomist, 1821, by Donadio; Gerard Audran,
designer, 1822, by Petit; J. Francois de la Harpe, critic, 1822,
by Petit. Extremely fine or better. (5)
$100

3800
France, Napoleonic medals, Capture of Vienna and
Presbourg, 1805, in bronze (40mm) by Galle (Bramsen
443); Breaking of the Treaty of Presbourg and the Battles
of Abensberg and Eckmuhl, 1809, in bronze (41mm) by
Andrieu and Brenet (Bramsen 844), plain edge originals.
Extremely fine. (2)
$200

3805
France, Kings of France, Frances I, 1819, in bronze (41mm)
by Gayrard, from Series of Great Men; Francis II, 1836,
in bronze (51mm) by Caque; Childebert I, Hugues Capet,
Philippe II, Series medals, 19th century, in bronze (32mm).
The Capet medal with some spotting good very fine, the rest
extremely fine. (5)
$80

3806
Germany, jeton, 1813, Busts of Franz of Austria and
Alexander of Russia, in brass (33mm); Johannes Ronge,
1813, in white metal (45mm); Leopold, Grand Duke,
Baden, Field Service Decoration 1839-71, in bronze (31mm);
Centenary of Birth of F. Schiller, in bronze (41mm); Franco
Prussian War, in white metal (40mm); War Memorial, 1871,
in white metal (51mm); War Memorial, 1883, in white metal
(30mm); Bismarck, 1891, in white metal (35mm); Baptismal
medal, in silver (38mm). Very fine - extremely fine. (9)
$100

3801*
France, Napoleonic medal, Battle of Moscow, 1812, in silver
(41mm) by Jeuffroy (Bramsen 1162), plain edge, obverse,
laureate bust of Napoleon right, reverse, battle scene.
Extremely fine and rare in silver.
$500
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3807*
Germany, Johann Gutenberg (c1398-1468), commemorative
medal in bronze (69mm) by Anton Scharff. Good extremely
fine.
$100

3809*
Japan, Kure Naval Headquarters commemorative medal,
Hirohito (Showa) Yr 12 (1937), in bronze (72mm), obverse,
battleship cruising right, aircraft above, mooring buoy in
foreground with sea bird, edge band in form of a ship's life
buoy, with Japanese inscription, reverse, plain except for two
vertical lines of Japanese characters for Nagoya District naval
personnel. Some staining on reverse, otherwise good fine.
$100

Anton Scharff, Austria, born 18 June 1845, died 6 July 1903, one of the
most renowned medallists of modern times.

Kure was the Japanese Naval Centre and home base of the largest battleship
ever built, the Yamato.

3808
Germany, Memorial to the Fallen, 1915, in bronze (61mm)
by Mazura, obverse, mounted soldier before memorial,
reverse, plain; Two Years of War, 1915, in bronze (40mm),
by BM, not in Zetzmann, obverse, bust of Crown Prince,
reverse, legend in wreath; Field Marshall von Hindenberg,
1916, in bronze (54mm) by M & W St., not in Zetzmann,
obverse, bust facing right, reverse, advancing troops;
Veteran's Medal, 1918, in bronze (47x31mm), by Hosaejs,
obverse, standard, reverse, legend. Extremely fine. (4)
$80

3810
Lithuania, 7th world sports of Lithuania competition 2005,
in aluminium bronze in case of issue; USSR era Lithuania
sports award medals (17) in bronzed or brass different sizes,
all uninscribed, seven large (40-55mm) and ten small (30mm)
with enamelled clasps. Also proof ten litu in hard plastic
case. Uncirculated - FDC. (19)
$50
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3816
World medals, Australia, Royal Visit, 1954, in gilded
aluminium (39mm) (CD.1954/9); Australian Bicentenary,
undated (1988), in enamel and silvered (42mm) award
medal; New Zealand, HMS Ophir Medal, 1901, in bronze
(27mm); Otago Centennial Medal, 1948, in gilt (2, both
Unc); Vanuatu, Five Years of Independence, 30 July (1980),
in bronze (47mm) unnamed. The second cased, the last two
medals very fine, the rest uncirculated. (6)
$50
3817
World medals, and tokens, a varied selection from 1800s
onwards, noted bronze medal (65mm) for ATR42 airliner
demo tour; UN President Nixon Visit to Peking, in cupro
nickel (2); UN Peace Medal in bronze; many others. Poor
- uncirculated. (81)
$100

3811*
South Africa, Republic, Witwatersband Agricultural Society,
award medal in silver (39mm) by List Bros Johannesburg,
obverse, female with arms out at sides held above a kneeling
youth at each side offering farm products, reverse, a wreath
of wheat, inside, Awarded To and engraved inscription,
'J.A.McMillan / For Pekoe / Souchong Tea', undated but
hallmarked for 1898. Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$100
Ex Frank McCarthy Collection.

INDIAN COINS

3812
South Africa Wildlife Society, 50th Anniversary, 1976, set of
twenty four gold plated sterling silver medals (37.3gm each)
by the Africana Commemorative Mint, over twenty six and
a half ounces of fine silver. No set case, uncirculated. (24)
$750

THE SULTANATES

3818
Sultans of Bengal, Nasir al-Din Nusrat, (A.H. 925-938; A.D.
1519-1531), silver tankas, from several mints, (cf.R.514,
519, 521, 525, cf.G&G B805, 810, 820, 840). Mostly fine
- very fine. (4)
$140

3813
World medals, Germany, Silesia, General Association of
Silesian Poultry, medal for meritorious service, in bronze
(40mm) by A.Kaiser, inscribed 'HIRSCHBERG / 1911',
obverse, Association's arms, reverse, a series of cartouches
around edge, each with a different poultry bird; Poland, a
pair of medals commemorating 600th Anniversary of Battle
of Grunwald 1410-2010, in silvered bronze (22.4mm) each
with a booklet; Les Medailles Belges, ten cards of Series I in
booklet form featuring famous medallists of Belgium. Very
fine - uncirculated. (4 + 2 booklets)
$50

3819*
Sultans of Bengal, Ghiyath al-Din Mahmud, (A.H. 939-945;
A.D. 1532-1538), 'Badr Shahi' silver tanka, from Ha '933'
(3), (R.555, G&G B917). Very fine.
$80

3814
World medals, Canada, Confederation Centennial, 1967,
in silver (37mm, 24.7gm); Germany, XXXL International
Beethovenfest in Bonn, 1983, in fine silver (40mm, 19.8gm);
Great Britain, George VI Coronation, 1937, in .925 silver
(32mm, 15.9gm); U.S.A., American Bicentennial, 1976, in
fine silver (39mm). The Canada medal in official wallet and
box, the Coronation Medal very fine, the rest uncirculated.
(5)
$110
3815
World medals, Egyptian/Israeli Peace Treaty, Eyewitness
Medal, c1979, in silver (38mm) with display stand; Germany,
400 Years Anniversary of Siege of Godesburg, 1983, in silver
(30mm), Bonn Christmas Taler, 1993, in silver (34mm),
Fascination with Animal World series, British shorthair
cat, undated, in silver (20mm); Italy, 150th Anniversary of
distillery Gio Buton & Co, 1970, in silver (36mm); U.S.A.,
Bicentennial '76 medal, 1976, in silver (38mm). In cases or
packets of issue, uncirculated. (6)
$120

3820*
Sultans of Delhi, Islam Shah, (A.H. 952-960; A.D.15451552), silver rupee, mintless '1477' type, AH 959, (R.1791,
G&G D980). Extremely fine.
$80
3821
Sultans of Delhi, Islam Shah, (A.H. 952-960; A.D.15451552), silver rupees, mintless '1477' type, dates 956, 958,
960, (R.1791, G&G D980). Very fine or better. (3)
$100
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3826*
Muhammad Shah, (A.H. 1131-1161, A.D. 1719-1748),
silver rupee, Surat Mint, (11.382gm), Regnal year 1, AH
year 1131 off flan (1719-1720), type with 'By favour of God,
emperor of the age' couplet, (KM.435.4 [US$120 VF], IMC
2069a-b, PMC 2425, Lucknow 3956-7). Some dirt adhesion,
otherwise good very fine and rare.
$200

MOGUL EMPERORS

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 3635).

3822*
Akbar, (A.H. 963-1014, A.D. 1556-1605), silver rupee,
Srinagar Mint, Regnal year 50 (1604) month Farwardin,
(KM.93.15). Very fine and rare.
$120

3827
Muhammad Shah, (A.H. 1131-1161, A.D. 1719-1748),
silver rupees, Itawa Mint, RY 10, AH 11[40], another RY 16
AH 11[45], (11.47 and 11.39 grams), (KM.436.29). Good
very fine - nearly extremely fine. (2)
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 48 (lot 2285).

3823*
Akbar, (A.H. 963-1014, A.D. 1556-1605), round silver
rupee, Lahore Mint, RY 48, Bahamn month, (KM. SAC
93.11). Very fine and scarce.
$100

3828*
Muhammad Akbar II, (A.H. 1221-1253, A.D. 1806-1837),
silver rupee, Shahjahanabad Mint 122[X]/5; (KM.779). Very
fine, the date unlisted, rare.
$140
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 52 (lot 4042).

NATIVE STATES

3824*
Nur Jahan by authority of Emperor Jahangir, (A.H. 10141037, A.D. 1605-1628), silver rupee, Patna Mint, Regnal
year 22, trace of year 1037, (1627-1628), (KM.168.5). Very
fine and scarce.
$200
Ex Noble Numismatics sale 48 (lot 2292).

3829*
Assam, Gaurinatha Simha Suhitpanpha (SE 1702-1718, A.D.
1780-1796), silver rupees SE 1708 (1786) lion below facing
left, additional year date 7, (11,41 grams), octagonal shape,
(KM.218). Nearly extremely fine.
$100

3825*
Jahandar Shah, (A.H. 1124, A.D. 1712), silver rupee,
Akbarabad Mint, Regnal year 1, (11.01gm), year 112[4],
(1712), (KM.363.3, IMC 1711, PMC 2105-6, M.3301-2,
Lucknow 3549-3551). Very fine and very scarce.
$100
Ex Baldwins with ticket and Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 3633).

3830*
Baroda, Khande Rao (A.H. 1273-1287, A.D. 1856-1870),
in the name of Commander of the Sovereign Band, Baroda
Mint, 1870, (11.32gm), silver Nazarana rupee, scimitar
turning right below, year 1287 (1870), normal dies, (KM.
Y.14.1). Very fine and rare.
$100

lot 3826
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3834*
Hyderabad, Sikandar Jah (A.H. 1218-1244, A.D. 18031829), in name of Muhammad Akbar II (A.H.1221-1253
A.D. 1806-1837), silver Nazarana rupee, year 16/15, A.H.
1237; (KM.C48a). Nearly extremely fine and unlisted
overdate for the regnal year.
$600

3831*
Cooch Behar, Nara Narayan, (SE 1477-1509, A.D. 15551587), silver rupee SE1477, (1555), obv. and rev. Bengali
script in four lines, broad flans, (KM.34). Nearly extremely
fine.
$100

3832*
Indore, Jaswant Rao, (1798-1811), in the name of
Muhammad Akbar II, silver nazarana rupee, Indore Mint,
(14.70 grams), AH 1222, RY 2, (KM.58). Good very fine,
scarce.
$120

part

3835*
Tripura, Vijaya Manikya, (S.E. c.1454-1486, c.A.D. 15321564), silver tankas (4), SE1458, with Lakshmi Maha Deva
(KM.63), SE 1479 (2), with Lakshmi Rana Deva (KM.66),
SE 1482, to mark the ritual bath in the River Lakhmia
(KM.67). Fine - very fine, some with cuts and shroff marks,
scarce. (4)
$250

KM. notes the weight to be 10.70-11.60 grams but this example is 35%
heavier.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 79 (lot 3780).

3836*
Tripura, Rama Manikya (SE 1598-1603, A.D. 1676-1681),
silver rupee SE 1598 (KM.155); Dharma Manikya (SE 16361661, A.D. 1714-1739), silver rupee, SE 1636 (KM.198).
Good fine; good very fine. (2)
$180

3833*
Jaipur, Queen Victoria and Madho Singh II, (A.D. 18801922), Nazarana rupees, 1917/38, another under Man Singh
II and George VI, 1939/18, (KM. 147, 196). Good very fine
- extremely fine. (2)
$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 79 (lot 3782).

3837
Indian States, copper and silver issues from Awadh, Baroda,
Bengal, Gwailor, Hyderabad, Indore, Kutch, Mewar, Mysore,
Pudukottai, Travencors and also Portuguese India. All in
2x2 holders, mostly identified and with catalogue reference
numbers, overall fine - extremely fine. (32)
$150
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3838
India States, British India, Portuguese India and India
Republic, type coinage, several silver issues and several in
uncirculated condition. Very fine - uncirculated. (46)
$150
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

3843*
East India Company, Bengal Presidency, Benares Mint,
silver rupee, in name of Shah Alam II, (A.H.1173-1221,
A.D.1759-1806), 1229/17-49 without daroga mark.
(KM.41). Extremely fine.
$100

3839*
India, Portuguese, Manuel I (1495-1521), gold half manuel
or mer (240 reais) (cf.Gomes 20.02). Good very fine and
very rare.
$2,000

3844
East India Company, Bengal Presidency, issued in the name
of Shah Alam II (A.H. 1173-1221, A.D. 1759-1806), issued
with frozen Regnal year 45, silver rupees with privy mark
for Farrukhabad, Farrukhabad Mint, oblique milling edge
grained to right, issued 1806, (Pr.314, KM.69); another
with vertical milling (1820-1831) (Pr.318, KM.70). Fine
- very fine. (2)
$100

BRITISH INDIA

3845
East India Company, Madras Presidency, Northern Circars,
European style coinages, 1794-97, copper struck at the Soho
Mint, Birmingham, dub (1/48 rupee) 1794 (2), 1797 (3), half
dub (1/96 rupee) 1794 (1) and 1797 (6) (Pr.310, 319, 316,
323, KM.392, 394, 397, 398). Mostly fine, some better, as
recovered from finds in Ceylon. (12)
$80

3840*
East India Company, Bombay Presidency, Indian design,
Munbai Mint issue, in the name of Muhammad Shah
(A.H.1131-1161, A.D. 1719-1748), silver rupee, (11.502gm),
A.H. 115[2], Regnal Year 2X (c.1740-2); (Pr. 52, KM.163,
KM.436.45). Clear mint mark, good very fine and very
rare.
$180
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 3643).

3846*
Queen Victoria, gold mohur, 1881 (KM.496). Good
extremely fine.
$1,000
3841*
East India Company, Bombay Presidency, Indian design,
Munbai Mint issue, in the name of Alamgir II (A.H.11671173, A.D. 1754-1759), silver rupee, A.H. 11[69 or 70],
Regnal Year 2 (1755-1756); (Pr. 68-9, KM.176), partial A.H.
date. Very fine and rare.
$150
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 59 (lot 2259).

3847*
Sikhs, gold medallion, 19th century, (4.86gm), obv. Guru
Nanak with Mardana and Bala in shade of a tree, various
symbols in exergue, rev. Gurmukhi 1 and initial letter within
double dotted border, undated. Nearly extremely fine and
rare.
$450

3842
East India Company, Bombay Presidency, silver fifth rupee,
c1730-1796, (KM.273); silver quarter rupee, 1840; two
annas (2), 1841, both types; two annas, 1888 (gEF); quarter
anna, 1917 (unc); twenty cash, 1808; Hyderabad, quarter
rupee; Cambay, countermarked falus (KM.Y.A1), c19th
century; others include Nepal mohar and Ceylon fifty cents
1919 (EF). Fine - uncirculated. (11)
$100
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ISLAMIC COINS

3852*
Ummayyad Caliphate, al-Walid II, (A.H. 125-126) (A.D.
724-725), silver anonymous dirham, Wasit Mint (on
Euphrates River), A.H. 126 = A.D. 725, (A.138, cf.M.61,
BMC 208, W.578). Good very fine and rare.
$160

3848*
Umayyad Caliphate, al-walid I, (A.H. 86-96) (A.D. 705715), gold dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but
probably Damascus mint), dated A.H. 91 = A.D. 709-719,
(A.127, BMC 12a [p.27 Vol.IX], W.202). Full flan, mint
bloom, good extremely fine and scarce.
$700

The issue for this ruler can only be definitely attributed to this caliph from
this mint in 126 when it has 5 annulets in the margin.

3853*
Umayyad Caliphate, Ibrahim, (A.H. 126-127) (A.D. 744),
silver anonymous dirham, Wasit Mint (on Euphrates River),
A.H. 126 = A.D. 744, (A.140, cf.M.57, W.581, BMC 210).
Full flan, extremely fine and rare.
$180

3849*
Umayyad Caliphate, al Walid I, (A.H. 86-96) (A.D. 705-715),
gold dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but probably
Damascus Mint), dated A.H. 94 = A.D. 713, (A.127, BMC
16, W.207). Full flan, extremely fine and scarce.
$700

Although three rulers are attributed to 126, this issue with 7 annulets belongs
to Ibrahim and those with 4 annulets to Yazid III. See previous lot.

3854*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Mansur, (A.H. 136-158) (A.D. 754775), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 149 = A.D. 765-776, (A.212,
cf.M.139). Nearly very fine and scarce.
$400

3850*
Umayyad Caliphate, al-Walid I (A.H. 86-96) (A.D. 705715), silver anonymous dirham, Mahi Mint (near Merv in
Khuzistan), A.H. 94 = A.D. 712-713, (A.128, cf.BMC 153
[for year 93], W. 475a). Ragged edge, very fine and rare.
$140
The issue for this date is known from specimens in Paris, ANS [acquired
in 1951].

3855*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Mansur, (A.H. 136-158) (A.D. 754775), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 152 = A.D. 769-770, (A.212,
cf.BMC 18). Good extremely fine and very scarce.
$600
3851*
Umayyad Caliphate, Hisham, (A.H. 105-125) (A.D. 724743), gold dinar, anonymous dinar, no mint name (but
probably Damascus Mint), dated A.H. 114 = A.D. 732-733,
(A.136, BMC 33, W.234, M.39-40). Full flan, extremely
fine and scarce.
$700

3856*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Mansur, (A.H. 136-158) (A.D. 754775), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 157 = A.D. 773-774, (A.212,
cf.M.139). Nearly extremely fine and very scarce.
$550

Ex Spink & Son, London, with ticket, purchased privately in 1979.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 66 (lot 2453).
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3857*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Rashid, (A.H. 170-193) (A.D. 786809), gold dinar, no mint name but struck at Misr, (Fustat in
Egypt), A.H. 180 = A.D. 796, with the additional name of
'Ja'far' as governor on the reverse, (A.218, cf.BMC 148 [for
additional name on reverse but year 179]). Mounted on the
reverse, otherwise fine, the date reasonably certain, rare.
$300

3861*
Mamluk, Egypt coinage, Sha`ban II, (A.H. 764-778) (A.D.
1363-1376), gold dinar (11.78gm), Dimashq (Damascus)
Mint, nd, obv. and rev. six line legend, (A.955, cf.M.1173).
Weak in places, otherwise very fine.
$600
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 66 (lot 2460).

3858*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Amin, (A.H. 193-198) (A.D. 809-813),
gold dinar, no mint but probably Misr (Fustat in Egypt),
with additional legends on the reverse 'li'l Khalifa Al-Amin',
(for the Caliph Al-Amin), A.H.195 = A.D. 810-811, (A.220,
BMC 233). Good very fine and very scarce.
$600

3862*
Samanid, Mansur I b. Nuh I, (A.H. 350-365) (A.D. 961-976),
gold dinar, Herat Mint, A.H. 357 = A.D. 968-9, (A.1464).
Good very fine.
$500

Ex B.A. Seaby, Coin & Medal Bulletin, December 1970 (G2713).

Ex CNG Auction Sale June 24, 1998 (lot 1731).

3859*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Amin, (A.H. 193-198) (A.D. 809-813),
gold dinar, no mint but probably Misr (Fustat in Egypt),
with additional legends on the reverse 'li'l Khalifa Al-Amin',
(for the Caliph Al-Amin), A.H.196 = A.D. 811-812, (A.220,
BMC 234). Nearly very fine and very scarce.
$500

3863*
Ghaznavids, Nasir al din Masa'ud, (A.H. 421-432) (A.D.
1030-1041), gold dinar, Nishapur Mint, struck in fine gold,
A.H. 423 = A.D. 1011-1012, (A.1618, cf.M.776 cf.BMC
520). Weak in places, otherwise good very fine and rare.
$400

3864*
Ghaznavids, Nasir al din Masa'ud, (A.H. 421-432) (A.D.
1030-1041), gold dinar, Ghazna Mint, struck in yellow gold,
A.H. 429 = A.D. 1037-1038, (A.1619, cf.M.776 BMC -).
Weak in places, otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$400

3860*
Ikhshidids, Abu'l-Qasim, (A.H. 334-349) (A.D. 946-961),
gold dinar, Misr Mint (Cairo, Egypt), A.H. 340 = A.D. 951952, with additional field inscriptions, (A.676, cf.M.537).
Extremely fine and very scarce.
$600
The Ilkshidids were a Central Asian dynasty that flourished in Egypt and
Syria from A.H. 323-358 (A.D. 935-969). They issued mostly gold coins of
fine quality but poor silver.

3865*
Ghaznavids, Nasir al din Masa'ud, (A.H. 421-432) (A.D.
1030-1041), gold dinar, Ghazna Mint, struck in yellow gold,
A.H. 429 = A.D. 1037-1038, (A.1619, cf.M.776 BMC -).
Weak in places, otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$400
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3866*
Great Seljuq, Rukn al din Abu Talib Tughril Beg, (A.H.
429-455) (A.D. 1038-1063), gold dinar, Nishapur Mint
(Khorasan), A.H. 438 = A.D. 1047, with his additional
name in full on reverse field top and bottom (as Mitchiner
type a [p.160]), (A.1665, cf.M.875 [same except for date]).
Slightly double struck on the reverse, otherwise good very
fine and scarce.
$500

3870*
Great Seljuq, Rukn al din Abu Talib Tughril Beg, (A.H. 429455) (A.D. 1038-1063), gold dinar, year 433, Nishapur Mint
(illustrated) (A.1665); Barkiyaruq, (A.H. 486-498) (A.D.
1093-1205), gold dinar, Nishapur Mint, year 491; Ghiyath
al-Din Abu Shuja Mohammad, (A.H. 498-511) (A.D. 11051118), gold dinar, Nishapur Mint, year 507, (illustrated)
(A.1683); Sanjar (Mu'izz al-Din Abu'l-Harith), (A.H. 511552) (A.D. 1118-1157), very base gold dinar with Sanjar as
Independent Sultan, al Mustarshid Mint, not dated issued
after A.H. 520, (A.1687). Fine - very fine. (4)
$1,000

3867*
Great Seljuq, Rukn al din Abu Talib Tughril Beg, (A.H.
429-455) (A.D. 1038-1063), gold dinar, Nishapur Mint
(Khorasan), A.H. 439 = A.D. 1048, with additional name of
Caliph Al Qa'im in obverse field top and bottom, (A.1665,
BMC 54, cf.M.875). Weak in places, otherwise good very
fine and scarce.
$500

3871*
Lu'Lu'ids of Mosul, Badr al-Din Lu'lu', (A.H. 631-657) (A.D.
1233-1258), gold dinar, al Mosul Mint (on Tigris River),
A.H. 645, = A.D. 1248, with additional field inscriptions
and citing Caliph Al Musta'sim, (A.1871, Hennequin 454,
M.620-1). Good very fine and rare.
$600

3868*
Great Seljuq, Rukn al din Abu Talib Tughril Beg, (A.H.
429-455) (A.D. 1038-1063), gold dinar, Nishapur Mint
(Khorasan), A.H. 448 = A.D. 1057, with additional name
of Caliph Al Qa'im at bottom of obverse field, and bead
symbol above obverse field and extra legends in obverse
(each side) and reverse (top and bottom) fields, (A.1665,
Hennequin 33 [Pl.I], cf.M.876). Weak in places, otherwise
very fine and scarce.
$500

3872*
Salghurids, Abish bint Sa'd (Queen), (A.H. 663-684) (A.D.
1265-1285), gold dinar (usually 6 grams or heavier this
example 7.782 grams, probably Shiraz Mint, issued c.A.H.
674 = A.D. 1275, (A.1928, cf.BMC Vol.IX 688f). Off centred
both sides and missing much of the circular legend, otherwise
extremely fine and very rare.
$800
The Salghurids are a Turkaman dynasty derived from the Salghar clan
originally in the service of the Great Seljuqs. This coin bears the dynastic
tamga, a three pronged fork-like object in the field on the reverse side of
the coin.

3869*
Great Seljuq, Ghiyath al-Din Abu Shuja Mohammad, (A.H.
498-511) (A.D. 1105-1118), gold dinar as obverse brockage,
probably Balh Mint (Khorasan), date off flan, with additional
names of Caliph Al-Mustazhir and local governors in obverse
field all in 10 lines, (A.1683, cf.Hennequin 138 and on Plate
IV). Brockage of obverse, off centred, otherwise good very
fine and extremely rare as such.
$750

3873*
Ilkanids, Local Coinage, First Period, Arghun ibn Abaga,
(A.H. 683-690) (A.D. 1284-1291), gold dinar, Tabriz Mint,
date off flan, (A.2144, cf.M.1574 [silver dirhem]). Off
centred, very fine - extremely fine and rare.
$400
375
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3874*
Ilkanids (Mongols of Persia), Post Reform Coinage, Second
Period, Abu Sa`id Bahadur ibn Uljaitu, (A.H. 716-736) (A.D.
1316-1335), silver six dirhems, (10.5 grams), Jajern Mint
(mint in district of west of Khorasan), A.H. 719 = A.D.
1318-1319, looped square or mihrab type, type C, (A.2199,
M.1626). Some weak areas and off centred, otherwise very
fine and rare.
$180

BRITISH SINGLES

3875*
Ilkanids, Post Reform Coinage, Second Period, Abu Sa`id
Bahadur ibn Uljaitu, (A.H. 716-736) (A.D. 1316-1335),
gold dinar, (6.53gm), Nakhjavan Mint, A.H. 732 = A.D.
1331-1332, looped octagon type, (A.2212, M.- for mint).
Off centred on obverse, otherwise good very fine and a very
rare mint.
$900

3879*
King's Police and Fire Services Medal (GVIR) for Gallantry,
1st type. 250 Sgt Zeidi Ramadan Ben Salem, Tripolitania
Police. Engraved. Very fine.
$1,250

3876*
Safavids, Sultan Husayn, (A.H. 1105-1135, A.D. 16941722), silver five shahi on oval-square flan, 1129 AH,
(1716-7) Tabriz Mint, (A.2677.1, KM.276.3, M.2079).
Good very fine.
$100
3877
Small collection, of Islamic and Sassanian silver, noted
Tabaristan, Hani (A.D. 788-789) hemidrachm; another,
anonymous period (A.D. 780-794) hemidrachm; Khursru
II (A.,D. 590-627) drachm of Myshan; another, drachm of
Abrashahr; another, drachm of Veh Andew; also two Islamic
anonymous dirhams. The third coin with verdigris, otherwise
fine - very fine. (7)
$150
3878
Islamic, various silver used in the region of Israel, includes
Mamluk-Ottoman types, mostly 13th - 17th century coins
of various denominations. Good - fine. (7)
$100
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